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Abstract

Collective cell migration is essential in many fundamental biological processes. During

morphogenesis, cells display highly coordinated shape changes, rearrangements, and motion.

During wound healing, cells must coordinate their migration to close gaps in epithelial tissues to

prevent infection. The efficiency of these processes is determined by the fluidity of the tissue —

the ability for cells to rearrange and remodel, which in turn is governed by the mechanics of both

the cells and their environment. In this thesis, I use computational methods to investigate the

origin of tissue fluidity, and its role on collective cell motion. In Part I, I investigate how tissue

fluidity governs collective cell motion during wound healing. We find that the ability for cells

to rearrange, preventing jamming, is essential for closure. Despite contractile tension around

the gap driving closure, reducing tension in the cells increases tissue fluidity and healing rates.

In Part II, I study how cells optimise their active behaviour, either contraction or crawling, to

regulate tissue fluidity for rapid motion. In wound healing, we find that a balance of the two

modes is most efficient over a wide range of cell, substrate, and tissue properties. In Part III, I

study how tissue fluidity regulates force transmission in cell colonies. For stiff cells, the tissue

acts like a giant single-cell, with traction forces distributed around the colony periphery, but as

tissue fluidity increases, forces localise to the interior of the colony. Tissue fluidity requires that

cells are able to rearrange and change shape, which in turn is regulated by adaptive viscoelastic

properties of the junctions. Thus, in Part IV, I develop a new theory for how cell-cell junctions

remodel under stress; strain above a threshold triggers tension remodelling and irreversible

length changes. This enables tissue shape change and homeostasis that is robust to fluctuations

in stress. Overall, this work demonstrates the important role of single cell mechanics and tissue

fluidity on regulating collective cell behaviours.
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Impact Statement

Collective cell migration is essential is many fundamental biological processes such as morpho-

genesis, wound healing, and cancer progression. The fluidity of the tissue, determined by the

mechanical properties of the individual cells, regulates how effectively cells can migrate and

rearrange, changing the shape and structure of the tissue. Thus, understanding the role of

cell mechanics, and how cells actively adapt to their environment is crucial to understanding

the tissue level dynamics, and may inspire new therapeutic treatments for cancer spreading or

wound healing. In this thesis, I investigate the role of tissue fluidity in collective cell motion

and the transmission of forces across epithelial tissues. At a more fundamental level, I also

study how tissue fluidity is regulated by the mechanics of cell-cell junctions, and propose a new

model for junction shape remodelling in response to stress.

To investigate the role of tissue fluidity on collective cell motion, I first study the case

of tissue gap closure. Gaps may form during development, as in the formation of the neural

tube, or during wounding. It is essential to close gaps so that our tissue acts as a barrier to the

external environment; failure to do so can lead to infection or disease progression, such as neural

tube defects. In Part I, we find that the ability for cells to deform and rearrange is necessary

for closure to occur; without it, the cells jam together and the wound is unable to close. While

closure of the wound is thought to be driven by mechanical tension around the gap, we find that

reducing tension in the tissue actually accelerates healing despite the reduced driving force. As

cell tension is reduced, cells become softer and rearrange more easily, increasing the fluidity of

the tissue and its ability to deform to close the gap. In Part II, we study how cell behaviour

regulates tissue fluidity and the efficiency of gap closure. Often, cells around the gap may crawl

as well generate mechanical tension. We find that a mixture of the two modes of migration
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increases tissue fluidity and thus healing rates over a range of conditions. These results suggest

new therapeutic treatments for accelerated wound healing and scar prevention.

For cells to effectively coordinate their motion and migrate as a unit, they must be able to

transmit forces across large distances through the tissue. The ability to transmit forces will be

affected by the material properties of the tissue. In Part III, I investigate how the fluidity and

motion of the cells affects the pattern of forces generated by the tissue. We find that a colony

of stiff, immotile cells act much like a giant single-cell, with elastic like properties and forces

localised to the boundary of the colony. In contrast, as cells soften and become more motile

forces localise to the interior and fluctuate over time, losing the elastic like properties of the

tissue.

Finally, in Part IV I investigate how the adaptive mechanics of cell-cell junctions enable

remodelling of tissues under applied force. For cells to rearrange, they must be able to change

shape and shrink cell-cell junctions, thus the mechanics of the junction determine the tissue-

scale fluidity. I propose a model where junction tension permanently increases in response to

stress, allowing cells to irreversibly change shape. However, this remodelling only occurs when

large forces are applied, and so cell shape is robust to small fluctuations in stress. In many

developmental systems, contractions are pulsed, with cells going through cycles of contraction,

followed by relaxation and stabilisation, although the functional reason for pulsed contractions

is unknown. When applied to our model, we find that pulsed contractions giving more efficient

shape change to cells compared to long and continuous contractions, which quickly stall, as the

relaxation enables further remodelling to occur.
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3.3 Mechanosensitivity of wound closure. a-b Dependence of closure time (a)
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for crawling (kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed (kp = 4 hr−1)

modes of migration. Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 5). . . . . . . 74
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values of wound aspect ratio and kp. d, Substrate strain energy as a function
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for crawling (kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), mixed (kp = 4 hr−1) and

curvature-sensing modes of closure. Error bars represent standard error of mean

(n = 5). f, Velocity against curvature during simulations of the right most shape

in (e) for crawling, purse-string and mixed modes of closure. g, Evolution of

wound morphology during closure by (i) pure crawling, (ii) pure purse-string,
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3.5 Tension mediated cell guidance and active stress relaxation promotes

rapid wound healing. a, Definition of the angle θ between the cell center ve-

locity and the radial vector to wound center. Right: Representative cell velocity

fields for crawling and purse-string modes of closure. b, Probability density dis-

tribution for θ for crawling (kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed
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tion images of wound healing over time, and schematic. Scale bar, 20 µm. b,
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set: equal unbinding rates gives equal lifetimes. f, Decay time τ1 as a function of
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for p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. ns, not significant. Experimental data

(c, d, k - o) collected by Visar Ajeti and A Pasha Tabatabai et al, published in

Ref. [3]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
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4.1 The traction stress distribution in epithelial colonies can vary widely

for the same geometry. a, A colony with traction stresses localized at the

colony periphery. Left, the shapes of cells and the overall pattern shape visualized

with the membrane marker Stargazin-GFP, scale bar = 25 µm. Middle, traction

stress heatmap for the colony at left—the colony shape is outlined in white.

Right, strain energy density as a function of ∆, the distance from the colony

border, normalized to the value at ∆ = 0. The peak at or near ∆ = 0 is

the defining feature of colonies with peripheral stress localization. Right, inset,

schematic of the procedure used to generate strain energy density profiles. b, A

colony with a higher proportion of internal traction stresses. Left - right: cell and

colony shapes visualized with Stargazin-GFP, traction heatmap showing stresses

localized to hot spots distributed throughout the colony interior, strain energy

density profile that increases with ∆. Data collected by Erik Schaumann and

Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

4.2 For colonies with peripheral localization of traction stress, a continuum

mechanical model quantitatively captures traction stress distribution.

a, Schematic of the continuum mechanical model. b, Phase contrast images of

ZO-1/2 dKD MDCK cells in stadium-shaped micropatterns of constant area and

varying radii of curvature. c, Average traction stress heatmaps for constant area

colonies. d, Continuum model results for given colony geometries. e, Colony

strain energy against micropattern radius of curvature. f, Strain energy against

cell density. g, Traction stress organization in unconstrained MDCK colonies can

also be described by the continuum model. Left to right, phase contrast, experi-

mental traction map, and continuum model traction map images for an adherent

colony on an unpatterned substrate. All scale bars = 25 µm. Data collected by

Erik Schaumann, Margaret Gardel, and Shiladitya Banerjee, published in Ref. [4]. 96
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4.3 Active adherent vertex model captures spatial variations in traction

stress. a, Simulation image for a cell colony on a micropattern (top) and a

zoomed-in region illustrating the mechanical forces acting on adherent cells (bot-

tom). b, Time-averaged traction stress maps for varying curvature radii of the

micropattern: r = 22 µm (top), r = 34 µm (middle), and r = 46 µm (bottom).

c, Strain energy against radius of curvature for a fixed area of the pattern. d,

Strain energy against cell density for fixed pattern shape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98

4.4 Increased cell motility promotes strain energy localization throughout

the cell colony. a, Time-averaged traction stress maps, b averaged strain

energy density normalized by the boundary value, and c cell trajectory plots for

low motility cells, v0 = 1.0 µm/min, p0 = 3.4 (top), medium motility cells, v0 =

1.5 µm/min, p0 = 3.8, (middle), and high motility cells, v0 = 4.2 µm/min, p0 =

3.4, (bottom). Scale bar represents 50 µm. d, Traction stress decay length λ and

e, rate of cell neighbour exchanges (intercalations) for varying cell motility speed

and cell shape index. f, Mean vell motility against strain energy decay length for

experiments, and simulations, using each simulation used in (d). Experimental

data (f) collected by Erik Schaumann and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4]. 102

4.5 Traction stress localization during cell rounding and division. a, Stargazin-

GFP images showing a cell (outlined in white) contracting and dividing. b,

Traction maps corresponding to (a). As the cell contracts, traction stresses are

exerted just exterior to the mitotic cell, directed inward toward the plane of di-

vision. Once the cell finishes dividing, the stresses begin to dissipate. c, Cell

shapes during a simulated mitotic event in the vertex model for a low-motility

cell colony, v0 = 0.5 µm/min, p0 = 3.6. The dividing cell is highlighted in red.

Full details of the cell division implementation are given in the Methods. d,

Traction maps corresponding to (c). All scale bars = 10 µm. Experimental data

(a - b) collected by Erik Schaumann and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4]. 104
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4.6 Internal traction stresses form during colony rotation. a, Stargazin-GFP

images of a colony on a circular pattern (radius of curvature = 47.5 µm) rotating

counterclockwise about the pattern center. Curved arrow indicates direction of

motion. b, Traction maps corresponding to (a). c, Cell shapes during rotation

simulated by the vertex model, for high motility, v0 = 1.5 µm / min, p0 = 3.8.

Blue arrows show the direction of cell motion. Cell polarities align with cell

velocity with time scale min and turn away from the micropattern boundary

with time scale min. d, Traction maps corresponding to (c). All scale bars =

25 µm. Experimental data (a-b) collected by Erik Schaumann and Margaret

Gardel, published in Ref. [4]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106

5.1 Elastic and viscous response of intercellular junctions in the vertex

model. Results shown are obtained using the traditional vertex model. a,

Schematic image of the vertex model. The red edge represents the junction

under applied tension, Λa. b, Normalised junction length over time, during

and after a 20-minute activation for high applied tension. Grey shaded region

indicates the activation period. Red curve: p0 = 3.7, orange curve: p0 = 4.1,

black curve: experimental data for 20-min activation of RhoA. Solid lines show

the mean trend, and shaded area represents standard deviation (simulations:

n=15, experiments: n=6). c,d, Simulation images of a junction before, during,

and after a 20-minute activation, for (c), a solid tissue, p0 = 3.7, and (d), a fluid

tissue, p0 = 4.1. e, Normalised junction length over time, during and after a

20-minute activation for high applied tension (simulations: n=15, experiments:

n=4). f, Normalised final junction length against preferred shape index p0, for

high and low values of applied tension, Λa (n=15). For parameters see Table 5.1.

Experimental data (b, e) collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel,

published in Ref. [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
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5.2 Optogenetic control of RhoA. a, Schematic of optogenetics experiments.

Caco-2 cells expressing the TULIP optogenetic system are plated on a polymer-

ized collagen gel. A target junction is illuminated by a 405nm laser, activating

RhoA and inducing actomyosin contraction. b, Schematic of the Rho pathway.

c-d, Time lapse images for a 20-minute activation at 100% light intensity (c),

and at 50% light intensity (d). The images show, from top to bottom, CellMask

Deep Red, prGEF, and merged (CellMask Deep Red in red, prGEF in cyan).

Time interval between successive image frames is 2 minutes, in each row of (c)

and (d). Scale bar, 5 µm. Data collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret

Gardel, published in Ref. [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118

5.3 Threshold strain is required to trigger junction length remodelling.

Results shown are obtained using the active spring model (Eq. 5.4). a, Rate of

change in rest length, L̇0/L0, and edge tension Λ, as a function of junction strain

ε. b, Model predictions for normalised junction length over time for a 20-minute

step pulse of contraction, for high (Λa) and low (Λa/2) values of applied tension.

Solid and dashed lines show the mean, and shaded areas represent standard

deviation (n=15). c), Comparing experimental data and model predictions for

(normalised) final junction length vs contraction time. (Simulations: all times,

n=15. Experiments: 2 mins, n=5; 5 mins, n=9; 10 mins, n=3; 20 mins, n=6;

40 mins, n=3). d, Normalised junction length vs time for two consecutive 20-

minute contraction pulses, for experiments and simulations (simulations: n=15,

experiments: n=3). e, Time lapse images (left to right) before activation, at the

end of activation, and after activation for 10-minute and 40-minute activations.

f, Time lapse images (left to right) before activation, at the end of the first

activation, before the second activation, at the end of the second activation, and

after both activations, for two 20-minute activations with a 20-minute rest in

between. The scale bars show 5 µm. For parameters see Table 5.3. Experimental

data (c - f) collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [5].121
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5.4 Tension remodelling is essential for ratcheted contraction. Results shown

are obtained using the active spring model for junctions (Eq. 5.4). a, Junction

tension and strain vs time for two 20-minute activations. The dashed blue line

indicates the maximum steady-state tension, Λmax that can be achieved in this

model. Dashed black lines indicate the strain threshold. b, Top: Schematic of

the effective medium model. Bottom: Dynamics of energy landscape vs junc-

tion length (normalised by its initial length) (Eq. 5.7). The arrows indicate the

directions of energy shifts during contraction (red) and after contraction pulse

removal (grey). The numbers correspond to the pulse number. c, Simulation

images of a junction over time during two consecutive contractions, showing no

ratcheting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123

5.5 Mechanosensitive tension remodelling promotes ratcheted contractions.

Results shown are obtained using the tension remodelling model (Eq. 5.10, 5.11)

a, Model for tension remodelling: rate of change in rest length, L̇0/L0, and rate

of change in tension, Λ̇/L0, as a function of the junctional strain ε. b, Junction

energy landscape in the tension remodelling model, as a function of normalised

junction length (Eq. 5.12). c, Normalised junction length for two successive 20-

minute contraction pulses, with a 20-minute rest period. Solid curves show the

mean trend, and shaded areas represent standard deviation (n=15). d, Dynamics

of junction tension and strain, for two successive 20-minute contraction pulses.

e, Normalised junction length vs contraction time, for high and low values of

Λa (n=15). f Length ratio L2/L1 vs the change in tension ∆Λ between two

consecutive 20-minute contraction pulses, at different values of Trest. Each point

represents a different simulation. (g), Normalised shoulder junction length (blue

edges in the inset) for a 20-minute activation (simulations: n=60, experiments:

n=11). h-i, Normalised cell areas at different time points during a 20-minute

activation, for adjacent cells (h), shown in yellow, and border cells (i), shown in

pink. (simulations: n=30, experiments: n=13). Error bars represent standard

deviation. For parameters see Table 5.4. Experimental data (c, g-i) collected by

Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . 126
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5.6 Mechanosensitive tension remodelling promotes ratcheted contractions.

Results shown are obtained using the tension remodelling model (Eq. 5.10, 5.11)

a, Final junction length against activation time and rest time, for two pulse con-

tractions. b, Final junction length for varying rest times in experiments (gray, n

= 2 or 3) and simulations (pink, n = 15 for each condition). Error bars indicate

the standard deviation of the number of experiments and simulations indicated

within each bar. c, Graphical summary of the Rho-mediated junctional remod-

eling described here. The initial tension of a junction is Ti. A stepwise increase

in tension, ∆T drives ROCK-mediated contraction. If the junction is deformed

above a critical strain, ε > εc, dynamin and formin-dependent junction remod-

eling occur. After sufficient time, the junction remodels to a new length with

a new base tension, Tf . Experimental data (b, c) collected by Kate Cavanaugh

and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [? ]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129

5.7 Convergence-extension is more effective for longer rest periods be-

tween successive activations. Results shown are obtained using the mechanosen-

sitive tension remodelling equations (Eq. 5.10, 5.11). a, Tissue configurations

during five 40-minute contractions at different rest periods (Trest) between con-

tractions. Numbers 1-5 indicate the number of rest cycles the tissue has under-

gone, as shown in (b). The cell colours indicate their initial location column-wise,

and red edges indicate the initially activated edges. b, Aspect ratio of the tissue

vs time, for five 40-minute activations (bottom inset) with 20 minutes of rest

periods in between. The red pulse shows the applied tension vs time during the

activation and rest cycles. c, Final aspect ratio of the tissue vs Trest, showing

that longer rest periods promote larger tissue deformation. For parameters see

Table 5.4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Emergence of tissue fluidity and its role in collective cell

motion

Collective cell motion is essential in many biological processes such as morphogenesis [6–9],

wound healing [10, 11], and cancer progression [12, 13]. By sensing changes in their environment,

such as biochemical signals and mechanical forces, cells in epithelial tissues actively adapt their

mechanical behaviour in a highly coordinated and robust process to bend, stretch, and remodel

the tissue, forming complex structures like our organs [14, 15].

To collectively move and remodel, tissues need the ability to rearrange and relax mechanical

stresses [16–18]. For a solid tissue, such shape changes would be reversible upon removal of

stress, maintaining the initial structure of the tissue (Fig. 1.1a (left)). Additionally, this resis-

tance to stress enables force transmission across multiple rows of cells, essential for coordinating

collective cell motion [19–21]. In contrast, a fluid tissue can change shape permanently through

transient force generation, as in morphogenesis (Fig. 1.1a (right)). Thus the fluidity of the

tissue is important for regulating the dynamics of the cells during development, maintaining

tissue homeostasis, and can be tuned in response external cues, such as wounding [18, 19, 22].

Different cell behaviours, both active and passive, can regulate the fluidity of the tissue

(Fig. 1.1b). Cell division and death maintain homeostatic density in response to changes in

cell density or mechanical strain [23–25], and may elongate [26] or rearrange the tissue [27].
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Cell-cell rearrangements

Division

Size Elongation

Shape change

(a)    Fluidity vs elasticity

(b)    Cellular behaviours inducing fluidity

Elongation Bending Gap closure

(c)    Tissue scale remodelling

Stress Stress

Death

Elastic response Fluid response

Figure 1.1: Tissue fluidity is governed by active cell behaviours. a, Elastic and fluid

response to stress. In elastic materials, stress is proportional to strain, and reverses once

stress is removed. In fluids, rate of strain is proportional to stress, giving rise to irreversible

deformations. b, Active cellular behaviours can induce tissue shape change. Cells may undergo

rearrangements via neighbour exchanges, shape changes, or cell division and death can lead

to cell elongation, reshaping, or tissue shrinkage. c, Examples of tissue scale remodelling in

morphogenesis, such as elongation, bending, and gap closure.
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Cell mechanics also play an important role. Cells may permanently change shape in response

to force [28, 29], such as reducing tension when stretched [30], or actively shrinking in size [8].

By reshaping cell-cell junctions and undergoing rearrangements, a solid tissue can undergo an

unjamming transition and generate large-scale flows of cells [1, 17, 18, 31].

Different cell behaviours, both active and passive, can regulate the fluidity of the tissue

(Fig. 1.1b). Cells under stress may rearrange, changing the shape of the tissue without changes

in cell shape [9, 16–18, 31] (Fig. 1.1b, top). Alternatively, cells may permanently change shape

in response to contraction [28, 29] or stretching [30], or may actively contract to drive tissue

buckling [8] (Fig. 1.1b, left). Division and death rates may be tuned in response to changes

in cell density or mechanical strain [23–25] (Fig. 1.1b, right). The orientation of division may

align with the direction of greatest mechanical tension in cells, and so helps to orient tissue

elongation and reduce cell strain [32].

Tissue fluidity is an important factor in determining how effectively tissues may remodel

and coordinate cell motion, controlled by both active cell behaviour, as well as the mechanical

properties of the cell and its micro-environment. To this end, I will first discuss how tissue

fluidity emerges from cellular rearrangements, and then discuss how fluidity is essential for

vital processes such as tissue morphogenesis and wound healing.

Origin of tissue fluidity

An important property of cells that enables tissue fluidity is the ability for cells to rearrange [16–

18] (Fig. 1.1b (top)). By rearranging cells, a tissue may extend to twice its length by halving the

number of cell rows without any change in cell shape [7, 33]. During neighbour exchanges, driven

by either external stresses or active contraction at the intercellular junction, a cell-cell junction

will shrink to a point, before a new junction is formed perpendicular to the original, connecting

the initially unconnected cells. This process may also be referred to as a T1 transition, or an

intercalation, and enables large scale changes in tissue shape without changes in cell properties

(Fig. 1.1b (top)).

The mechanical properties of cells will regulate how effectively they may rearrange [17].

In particular, the ability for the cell to deform an edge depends on tension and adhesion of

the junction and elasticity of the cell [1]. When cells are unable to rearrange and are stuck,
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the system is said to be jammed, resisting deformations like an elastic solid [17, 34] (Fig. 1.1a

(left)). When unjammed, cells may freely flow and rearrange under external forces, like a fluid

(Fig. 1.1a (right)).

Tissue fluidity and jamming were first explored in vitro. When exposed to free space,

epithelial monolayers spread out into the gap with ‘leader cells’ at the gap edge crawling forwards

and transmitting forces across cell-cell junctions long distances through the tissue, reminiscent of

force transmission in solid-like materials [19]. However, when cell-cell junctions are perturbed,

the ability for cells to move cohesively is lost, with motion appearing independent of forces

from their neighbours, and tissues displaying more fluid-like or random motion [20, 21]. Cell

density also appears to be a key regulator of tissue fluidity; as density increases cell speed

reduces but the length scale of coordinated motion increases, with cells moving together in

larger clusters [31].

The state of the tissue is not fixed, and may change due to cell ageing, external cues, or

chemical perturbations [2, 17, 22, 35, 36]. In unjamming transitions, cells are able to flow

past each other and a previously solid tissue will become fluid, which may be triggered from

a wound healing response [2, 35] or compressive forces [22]. Fluid tissues may also jam into a

solid state, as cell motion reduces. This can occur as tissues age, through maturing cell-cell and

cell-substrate adhesions [17, 22, 36]. Such a transition would be useful during development,

where the tissue requires high fluidity to form organs, but once formed they must stiffen to

resist deformation and maintain their shape.

Tissue fluidity in collective cell motion

Collective cell behaviour can bend, stretch, and rearrange the tissue during morphogenesis and

tissue homeostasis, through a combination of polarised cell crawling and contractility (Fig. 1.1c).

Though the cues for cell movement may vary, from biochemical signals [6, 37, 38] to mechan-

ical forces [35, 39], many of the same underlying mechanisms at the cellular scale coordinate

collective behaviour in tissues. By transmitting forces across adherens junctions, cells are able

to coordinate their motion over large scales to give highly robust and reproducible migration

that depends on both cell mechanics and the mechanosensitive remodelling of the cytoskeleton.

An important morphogenetic process is tissue elongation, where the tissue extends in one
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axis and shrinks in the other, termed convergent extension (Fig. 1.1c (left)). During Drosophila

germ band extension, a large flow of cells towards the rear of the embryo, along with cell

rearrangements, doubles the length of the germ band [7, 33]. Such rearrangements may happen

passively, through external stresses applied to the cell by its neighbours [9, 40]. Alternatively,

polarised contractility localises to specific junctions to irreversibly shrink junction lengths [7,

28, 29, 38, 41].

Another fundamental morphogenetic process is tissue bending, which creates buckles and

folds, as in invagination (Fig. 1.1c (middle)). During the Drosophila embryo development,

cells along the midline constrict apically, going through cycles of contraction, relaxation, and

stabilising. Cell apical area sequentially and irreversibly reduces, buckling the tissue inwards

and defining the location of the ventral furrow [8, 42].

A particular example of collective migration that will be studied in this thesis is that of

wound healing and gap closure (Fig. 1.1c (right)). Gaps in epithelial tissues can form au-

tonomously, as in development [43, 44], such as neural tubes, or apoptosis [45], where dying

cells must be extruded from the monolayer. Alternatively, the tissue may be damaged, creat-

ing a wound [46]. Cells rapidly respond to close the gap, re-establishing the barrier between

the external environment and the tissue, preventing infection, and the integrity of the tissue.

Along with the potential biomedical applications, wound healing assays are a controlled way of

studying the physics of collective cell migration.

1.2 Mechanical force generation and transmission in cells

Collective behaviour at the tissue-scale emerges from active mechanical behaviours at the cel-

lular and sub-cellular scales that generate and transmit mechanical forces (Fig. 1.2). Cells

generate both contractile forces and actively migrate via protrusive forces, but also passively

resist deformation, maintaining their individual shape and adhering to their neighbours and

the substrate [47–49]. These forces may be transmitted to the extracellular matrix, generating

traction forces and driving cell crawling [47, 50], or to neighbouring cells through tight cou-

pling at cell-cell contacts, allowing forces to be transmitted across long distances within the

tissue [21, 51].
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Figure 1.2: Force generation in cells and tissues. a, Schematic of force generation and

transmission within cells. Actomyosin bundles generates contractile forces, while branched actin

networks create propulsive forces at the front of the cell. Forces are transmitted to the substrate

through focal adhesions, and to neighboring cells via cadherin molecules. b, Schematic of forces

driving tissue gap closure. Cells may crawl into the gap or form a contractile purse-string cable

around the gap. Cadherin molecules connect neighbouring cells, allowing force transmission

across cells
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Active force generation within the cell

Force generation within the cell is primarily driven by the actin cytoskeleton, which is a dynamic

network of polymeric actin filaments, myosin motors, and cross-linkers that both maintains cell

shape and drives motion [49, 52] (Fig. 1.2a). On short time-scales, the mesh of actin filaments

connected by cross-linkers acts like an elastic material, resisting deformations [53–56]. At longer

time-scales, the reassembly of both actin filaments and cross-linker connections allows the cell

to relax and reshape, behaving viscously.

Cells can coordinate their cytoskeletal behaviours to generate contractile stresses and the

propulsive forces used during cell crawling [47, 57–59]. Rapid polymerisation of actin fila-

ments gives rise to protrusive forces. The Arp-2/3 complex nucleates branched actin filaments,

enabling the network to spread out, pushing the cell membrane forward and creating the protru-

sive forces needed for cell crawling. Cells are polarised during crawling, defining a lamellipodial

front along the direction of motion, which may be aligned across neighbours, enabling large,

coordinated motion and flows of cells [15].

Contractile forces are generated by the action of the motor protein myosin-II, which at-

taches to actin and walks towards the end of the filament [49, 60, 61]. When attached to two

filaments simultaneously, myosin activity results in the relative sliding of filaments, producing

large contractile forces, as in the contraction of our muscles, or during cell division, when an

actomyosin ring forms around the cell and cleaves the cell in two. During wound healing, both

actin and myosin activities are increased at the wound edge, creating a high tension purse-string

cable [11, 62].

In addition to active contractility and motion, myosin also determines the rigidity of cells [63].

During cell division, global increases in myosin activity increase cell stiffness by a factor of

three [49], and in contrast, inhibiting myosin in cells can reduce the cell stiffness by a factor

of three [64]. Dynamic changes in contractility in response to mechanical stress could be one

mechanism for cells to resist high stresses and maintain tissue integrity [65, 66], or relaxing the

network to provide fluidity to the tissue [30]. Consequently, myosin creates a trade-off between

generating contractile forces for rearrangement and increasing the passive elastic resistance of

the cells [2].

Cells use two main mechanisms for gap closure; purse-string contraction by an actomyosin
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cable around the gap, and cell crawling directed towards the empty space [11, 19] (Fig. 1.2b).

The two mechanisms show distinct dynamics. The purse-string acts like a cable under tension,

giving a net force inwards proportional to the curvature of the gap, making gap geometry an

important regulator of closure dynamics [62, 67]. Cell crawling is a propulsive force directed

towards the gap, independent of gap curvature. The difference in force generation can also

be observed in the direction of traction stresses at the leading edge; cell crawling pushes the

substrate back while the purse-string generates friction inwards as cells slide over the substrate.

Despite these differences, the two mechanisms are both different types of actin architectures,

and so formed from the same resources, thus cells must actively optimise their architecture to

efficiently close gaps.

Previous studies have shown that the choice of architecture depends on a variety of factors

including the method of wound creation, the mechanical properties of the environment, and the

morphology of the tissue itself. In typical scratch wound [19] or laser ablation assays on cell

monolayers [3, 11], which kill or damage cells in the wounding area, cells display both purse-

string contraction and cell crawling. However, when gaps are created without cell damage, for

example by growing a monolayer around a non-adhesive pillar and then removing it to create a

gap while leaving cells intact, cells do not form a purse-string and only crawl to close the gap

[68].

The substrate properties will also regulate closure mechanisms. When the gap exists over

a non-adherent substrate, cells are unable to crawl and so gap closure is driven by purse-string

formation [62]. When cells can adhere and crawl, the stiffness of the substrate will affect the

efficiency of cell migration, with slower crawl speeds on soft substrates. Experimentally, it has

been shown that cells favour crawling on stiff substrates and purse-string contraction on soft

[3].

Finally, the shape of the tissue and gap itself may also determine cell migration modes

and the efficiency of each mechanism. In in vitro wound healing assays using non-convex

gap shapes, it was observed that the local curvature of the gap determines whether the cell

contracts or crawls [67]. At negative curvatures, as in a circular gap, cells assemble and actin

cable and favour purse-string based closure, while at positive curvature, cells crawl inwards,

as contraction would instead pull the wound back. While epithelia are often described as 2D
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sheets, the 3D morphology is also important for understanding the mechanisms of closure. In

typical monolayer experiments, cells are relatively flat and so the apical and basal surfaces are

tightly coupled. In contrast, in vivo systems, such as the Drosophila wing disc, cells may be

packed in extremely tall columnar arrays. While both mechanisms coexist, crawling forces at

the basal surface may have little impact on apical motion, and purse-string contraction on the

apical surface on the basal surface [2].

Force transmission to the extracellular environment

In order to actively move and coordinate mechanical behaviour, cells must exert forces on their

environment. In epithelia, adhesion comes in two varieties; to a substrate or to other cells.

In cell-substrate adhesion, focal adhesions link the extra-cellular matrix (ECM), typically a

collagen network, to the cytoskeleton through focal adhesions and the integrin receptors which

bind to specific ligands on the ECM [50, 69, 70]. Turnover, through growth, disassembly,

binding and unbinding, allows the cells to move over long time scales. During cell crawling, the

front of the cell protrudes forward. New focal adhesions form at the tip, resisting the protrusive

forces and through force balance push the cell forward. At the same time, adhesions in the rear

of the cell release, giving a net forward motion to the cell [47, 71].

The stiffness of the substrate can play an important role in cell migration and behaviour,

and even on cell fate; stem cells plated on soft gels differentiated into neural cells and bone cells

when on stiff cells [72]. From a mechanical perspective, the stiffness of the substrate controls

how effectively cells can transmit forces to their environment and thus migrate [73, 74]. On

soft gels, the ECM is easily deformable, providing little drag on the cells. A contractile cell

will shrink to a smaller area, and a crawling cell will have less traction from the substrate. As

a result, both cell spread area, in static cells, and crawl speeds, in motile cells, increase with

substrate stiffness [75]. Focal adhesions are also mechanosensitive, allowing cells to sense and

respond to the local stiffness [50, 76]; focal adhesions grow in response to applied force, and

may activate further recruitment of actin and myosin when under tension [77].

Epithelial cells also adhere to the neighbours at adherens junctions, through the binding

of cadherin proteins on adjacent cells [51, 78]. Maintaining tight junctions is essential for the

epithelium to function as a barrier to the environment and for tissue integrity. Adherens are
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not static but may remodel, allowing cell junctions to change in size and even rearrange [7, 18].

While individual cells will resist large deformations, larger changes in shape can occur at the

tissue scale, by rearranging cells without stretching them. Additionally, the adherens junctions

may sense forces through a mechanosensitive catch-bond, where the lifetime increases under

applied stress, which reinforces the junction to maintain adhesion under high loads [77, 79].

Strong cell-cell adhesion is also necessary for cells to coordinate motion, by transmitting

forces across the monolayer [80]. For example, durotaxis was found to be more efficient in

tissues than isolated cells, with the monolayer migrating faster towards the stiffer side of the

ECM [21]. When adherens junctions were perturbed, the tissue migrated at the same speed in

both directions independent of substrate stiffness, suggesting long-range force transmission is

required for efficient collective behaviour. Within the tissue, the traction stress exerted by the

monolayers is reduced when cell-cell force transmission is interrupted, and the tissue appears

more fluid-like with motion appearing independent of forces from their neighbours [17, 20].

1.3 Theoretical approaches for modelling epithelia

The emergence of tissue fluidity is a highly complex, multi-scale problem. Force generation at

the subcellular scale regulates the ability for cells to move and deform which in turn regulates

the ability for remodelling at the tissue scale. Moreover, many of the components in cells

are force sensitive and cells can adapt their behaviour to the environment. Experimentally,

measuring and testing how the various cellular and intracellular components regulate tissue

fluidity remains challenging. To this end, theoretical models allow us to develop and test

hypotheses for how cell mechanics and active behaviours may control the ability for tissues to

remodel.

In an attempt to model the physical forces driving collective cell behaviour, many differ-

ent models have been developed that integrate active force generation, cell-substrate adhesion

and friction, and cellular elasticity [81–84]. Simple mathematical models that can capture ex-

perimental data can give us an intuitive understanding of the different physical components

regulating migration while making testable predictions. Models come in two main varieties;

continuum models [82, 85–87], which adopt coarse-grained approach to model tissues as a vis-
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coelastic active material, and cell-based models [83, 84, 88, 89], where individual cells form a

separate entity that may have different mechanical and active properties, such as in particle

models [27, 84, 89] or the vertex model [1, 83, 90, 91].

Continuum models

In continuum models of tissues, the mechanistic details of individual cells are coarse-grained,

describing the cell sheet as a viscous fluid or elastic solid, but incorporating active cell behaviour

such as contractility or polarised cell crawling. Moreover, continuum models for the tissue are

often based on active matter models of viscous, solid, or even nematic materials, allowing

methods of analyses from soft matter physics to be applied to models of tissues [82, 85–87].

By taking an analytic approach, the equations governing the dynamics or instabilities of the

system can shed light on the emergent behaviours of the system.

In continuum theories, the dynamics of the system is described in terms of collective vari-

ables or fields such as the local cell density, strain, velocity, and stress fields, and alignment

order for nematic systems related through partial differential equations [82, 85, 87]. Coarse-

graining experimental data allows comparison between experiments and model predictions, such

as using particle image velocimetry to obtain flow fields [40] or measuring cellular orientations

from experimental images for alignment order [25]. Activity can be introduced by including a

myosin concentration field that flows with the cells, and cell polarity that governs cell crawling

dynamics [92]. Division and death can be modelled through a non-conserved equation of motion

for cell number density. Moreover, the mechanical fields can be coupled to chemical reaction

fields, such as myosin-II or RhoA to create complex dynamical systems [93].

Continuum models have been successful in capturing many phenomenon in tissue mechanics.

For example, cellular flows at the scale of the embryo during germ band extension may be

accurately predicted from the spatial distribution of myosin, assuming a simple viscous model

of the tissue [40]. Modelling in vitro cell cultures gives us the additional information about

the forces from the traction stress distribution. The waves of traction stress during tissue

expansion, observed experimentally [19], can be captured when mechanical strain is coupled to

the contractility field [92, 94, 95]. When applied to wound healing assays, continuum models

have revealed that the curvature-dependent velocity can be described simply by a combination
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of crawling forces and contractile tension around the wound [62, 67].

While coarse-graining cellular details enables the model to be applied to larger system

sizes, the details of individual cells, and cell-cell junctions are lost. Moreover, neighbouring

cells may vary in their mechanical properties, while continuum models often assume uniform

tissue mechanics. When details of single cells or junctions are needed, we may use the cell-

based models to capture these smaller scale components, which would otherwise be missed with

continuum models.

Cell-based models

Cell-based models for epithelial tissues treat individual cells as separate entities, with their

own mechanical properties and rules for active behaviours such as cell division or polarised

cell crawling [83, 88, 89, 91, 96]. Typically each cell is described as an active elastic material,

adherent to nearby cells. However, cell rearrangements allow stress at the tissue to be relaxed

and large deformations to occur.

Several types of cell-based models exist, typically adapted from physical models for other

systems. In particle-based models, often used in simulations of molecular dynamics [97, 98],

each cell may be treated as a solid bead or rod that adheres to neighbouring cells via close-range

attractive forces [27, 89, 99]. Additional rules may be applied, such as cell polarity which drives

self-propulsion, and can capture results such as fluid to solid phase transitions [89, 100, 101]

and flocking in tissues [102]. However, since cells are simulated as particles, cell-cell junction

dynamics are not explicitly modelled.

The cellular Potts model [88, 103, 104] was adapted, as the name implies, from the Potts

model in condensed matter physics that is used to model the interaction of spins on a regular

lattice [105]. Instead, the cellular Potts model treats each grid point as either containing a

specific cell, free space, or some other component such as a substrate, which are energetically

coupled through terms like cell area elasticity and cell-cell adhesion. The system is then evolved

using a Monte Carlo method, minimising the energy with thermal noise. The cellular Potts

model has been successful in capturing many phenomenon such as cell sorting [88] and cell

competition [106]. One limitation is that Potts models are computationally expensive, since

each cell must be represented by many pixels.
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The vertex model

The final cell-based model that I will discuss, and the one that is used throughout this thesis,

is the vertex model [83, 90, 91, 96, 107, 108] (Fig. 1.3). Initially developed from models for

soap films [109], due the similarity in appearance between bubbles and the apical surface of

epithelia (Fig. 1.3a), the tissue is described as a network of vertices, with polygons representing

individual cells and edges the cell-cell interfaces (Fig. 1.3b).

Such a representation enables us to model the mechanics of cell-cell junctions, a key reg-

ulator of rearrangement and tissue fluidity, and introduce heterogeneity of cell properties and

behaviour. Moreover, they avoid the computational complexity of Potts models by modelling

the dynamics of the vertices, which implicitly affect cell shape, instead of having many points

for each junction or the apical surface of the cell.

In vertex models, the tissue has a mechanical energy given by:

E =
∑
α

1

2
K(Aα −A0)2 +

∑
α

1

2
ΓP 2

α +
∑
ij

ΛLij (1.1)

where Greek indices label individual cells and Latin indices represent vertices, and ij indexes

edges connecting vertex i to vertex j. The first term represents cell area elasticity, with K the

elasticity of the cell, Aα the current cell area, and A0 the preferred area. The second term

represents cytoskeletal contractility and elasticity around the perimeter of the cell, where Γ

is the contractility, and Pα is the perimeter. The final term represents the interfacial energy

where Λ is the line tension, a balance between actomyosin generated contractile force and cell-

cell adhesion, and Lij the length of junction ij. In this context, cell-cell adhesion means that

cells will aim to maximimse the contacts with their neighbours, giving a negative line tension,

as opposed to creating stiffer bonds between neighbours and reducing motion of the cells.

In the low Reynold’s number, motion is over damped and vertices are moved according to:

µ
∂xi
∂t

= − ∂E
∂xi

(1.2)

where µ is the friction coefficient, and xi is the position of vertex i, reducing the energy of the

system. As junctions shrink, they may undergo a rearrangement, or T1 process, in which the

two cells at the junction lose contact and the two, previously unconnected, cells form a new

interface.
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Figure 1.3: The vertex model for epithelia. a, Schematic of an epithelial monolayer.

Adherens junctions maintain cell-cell adhesion, while actomyosin generates contractile forces.

b, Schematic of the 2D vertex model. The apical surface of the tissue is modelled by a network

of vertices, edges, and polygons. Cells, labelled by α, have an area elasticity and perimeter

contractility. Edges have tension which is a balance between actomyosin contractility and cell-

cell adhesion. c, An unjamming transition in the vertex model is governed by the preferred

shape index, p0. When tension is high and p0 low, the tissue is solid. When cell-cell adhesion

is high and p0 high, cells may rearrange with no energy cost and the tissue is fluid. Adapted

from Bi et al [1]. 37



Additional rules may be applied to the canonical vertex mode in order to test hypotheses on

how mechanics regulates tissue dynamics and structure, such as cell motility, division, and ex-

trusion to the simulation. For example, the vertex model has been successful in quantifying the

mechanics of tissue growth. Simulations of a tissue with cell divisions were able to reproduce the

packing of cells, capturing the cell area and polygon count distributions from experiments [90].

In this study, they found that the additional contractility, or P 2
α, term was required to ac-

curately capture experimental results. When proliferation rates are varied across the tissue,

increased growth within the bulk can explain cell orientation and shape at the boundaries [32].

Much work has been done studying the mechanical properties of the vertex model [1, 90, 110–

112]. It has been found that a single parameter, based on cell shape, controls how solid or fluid

the tissue behaves in response to force. Taking our energy equation, the last term may be

written in terms of the cell perimeter:
∑

ij ΛLij =
∑

α
1
2ΛPα, where we divide by a factor of

two since we have perimeter contributions from both cells at the junction. By completing the

square for the perimeter terms, our energy may be written as:

E =
∑
α

1

2
K(Aα −A0)2 +

∑
α

1

2
Γ(Pα − P0)2 (1.3)

where P0 = − Λ
4Γ gives the preferred cell perimeter. Increasing levels of contractility reduces

the preferred perimeter, but cell-cell adhesion may increase it, as cells aim to expand contacts

with their neighbours.

The preferred shape index, p0 = P0/
√
A0, is found to govern the mechanical response of

the tissue to stress (Fig. 1.3c). There is a lower bound to the actual shape index of any shape,

achieved by circles, known as the isoperimetric inequality. When tiling a plane, a regular

hexagonal lattice minimises tissue energy, except in very high tension cases [113]. Thus, for

values of p0 ≤ 3.72, the shape index of a hexagon, cells will be unable to take both preferred

area and perimeter and the tissue will be in a solid state under tension [90].

As p0 increases, mechanical energy reduces, and once p0 ≥ 3.72 the shape index is achieved

and the tissue exists in a zero tension ground state, with cells taking a range of irregular shapes.

This zero tension state may undergo small deformations with no change in energy and so is

soft. However, for p0 ≥ 3.81, the shape index of a pentagon, the tissue unjams and enters a

fluid regime. Cells may undergo a T1 transition with no energy cost, since two cells must lose
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an edge during rearrangement, forming a pentagon afterwards [1]. Thus, by decreasing tension

at the junction-scale, we increase the preferred shape index of cells giving a softer tissue-scale

response. Such an unjamming transition has been observed in asthmatic lungs, where cells

display a higher shape index and more cellular movement than in healthy lungs [22].

1.4 Outline of the thesis

In this thesis, I will present my work on how tissue fluidity emerges from cellular mechanics

and active behaviours, and delineate its roles on collective cell motion, using theory and com-

putational models. I will cover four main topics: 1) how tissue fluidity governs collective cell

motion, 2) how active cell behaviours and motility regulates tissue fluidity and migration, 3)

how tissue fluidity regulates force transmission in epithelial cell colonies, and 4) how active

viscoelasticity of cell-cell junctions enables tissue-scale remodelling.

In the Part I, I will discuss how the mechanical properties of cells regulate tissue fluidity

to promote collective cell motion during in vivo wound healing in the Drosophila wing disc.

Here, wound closure is driven by purse-string based contraction of actomyosin cables at the

wound border. We discovered that there is a solid-to-fluid transition in the tissue during

wound closure, as cells intercalate and rearrange at the wound edge to drive efficient collective

motion. When cell rearrangements are disabled in the model, cells jam around the wound,

preventing closure while elongating cell shapes. Since both the ability for cells to rearrange and

purse-string contraction rely on mechanical tension, we find that there is a trade-off between

tension and fluidity for efficient wound healing. Surprisingly, when myosin activity is increased

experimentally, the wound fails to close, despite the reduced driving force.

In Part II, I will discuss how active cell motion via modulation of cytoskeletal mechanics

and architectures, regulate collective migration during in vitro wound healing. Here cells at the

leading edge of the wound may either crawl or form a purse-string. To study how cells optimise

their behaviour for tissue fluidity and rapid gap closure, we first developed an adherent vertex

model that includes an elastic substrate underneath the monolayer, with active cell-substrate

adhesion and cell crawling. We find that coexistence of the two modes of closure leads to faster

closure over a wide range of both cellular and environmental conditions, such as cell or substrate
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stiffness, and wound geometry, through an increase in tissue fluidity. When measuring traction

forces, the mechanical power exerted by the tissue is conserved, suggesting that cells may freely

choose between the optimising force or velocity of motion without incurring an energy cost.

In Part III, I use the adherent vertex model to study how the fluidity of the tissue, stemming

from cell mechanics and motility, regulates force transmission in epithelial colonies. We model

cell colonies of varying geometries fixed within adherent micropatterns, and find that for stiff,

non-motile cells traction forces localise to the colony borders, increasing with the boundary

curvature. These theoretical results match those of single-cell experiments, suggesting that the

solid tissue acts much like a giant single-cell. In contrast, as cell motility increases and stiffness

decreases, cells begin to flow within the colony and traction forces vary in both space in time,

with forces localised to the colony interior. Additionally, this model captures traction forces

from individual cell events, such as division, migration, and spontaneous rotation. These results

suggest that the mechanics and behaviours of individual cells regulate the ability for cells to

transmit forces across tissues and to collectively migrate.

Finally, in Part IV, I develop a theory for the adaptive viscoelastic properties of cell-cell

junctions under applied force. We propose a new model where junction tension irreversibly

remodels under stress, giving a permanent change in junction length and cell shape. First,

strain above a critical threshold is needed before tension remodelling begins. Second, continuous

strain relaxation is required to remove mechanical memory from the system and enable stable

shape change. One consequence of these two mechanisms is that long contractions eventually

stall and are unable to produce further length change, as strain relaxes below the threshold.

Instead, we find that pulsed contractions, seen in numerous developmental systems, are the

most efficient mechanism for changes in cell shape, suggesting a functional role for actomyosin

oscillations in tissue morphogenesis.
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Part I

The role of tissue fluidity on

collective cell motion
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Chapter 2

How tissue fluidity promotes

collective cell migration during

wound healing

Epithelial tissues are inevitably damaged from time to time and must therefore have robust

repair mechanisms. The behaviour of cells and tissues, for example during wound healing and

morphogenesis, depends on their mechanical properties and those of the surrounding environ-

ment [15]. Previous studies have investigated the contribution of tissue mechanics to epithelial

wound healing primarily using in vitro cell culture assays [11, 62, 114–117]. However, whether

these in vitro assays truly recapitulate the physiological response of in vivo tissues is unclear.

Many in vivo models of epithelial wound healing have been developed [117], although the me-

chanical basis of the wound healing process in such in vivo systems remains unclear. A number

of in vivo epithelia have been shown experimentally to form contractile supracellular actomyosin

cables [118–122] at the margin of epithelial wounds, which contract in a purse-string manner and

bring the edges of the wound into apposition. Although the mechanical role of the actomyosin

purse string has begun to be investigated in vivo [123, 124], the contribution of surrounding

tissue mechanical properties to wound healing remains unclear.

Laser ablation experiments in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, performed by Robert

Tetley and Yanlan Mao [2], revealed three distinct phases of wound closure (Fig. 2.1). After
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wounding, the wound recoils as tissue tension is released, increasing the wound area by about

50%. Next, a fast closure phase begins, corresponding to the assembly of an actomyosin purse-

string at the wound edge (Fig. 2.1a). The intensity of myosin increases during this period before

peaking at roughly twice the initial intensity. Finally, once the purse-string has fully assembled,

and the wound area has shrunk to 50% of its initial value, the wound enters the slow closure

phase (Fig. 2.1b). Wound closure rates are much slower, and it was found that cells begin to

undergo intercalations, gradually reducing the number of cells around the wound (Fig. 2.1c).

An intercalation, or T1 transition, is a topological rearrangement of the tissue: as the

edge shrinks to a point the two cells initially on the edge lose connection, and as the edge

grows perpendicularly the two initially unconnected cells are connected. Such rearrangements

enable tissues to undergo large strains without generating stress by allowing cells to maintain

their shape but change neighbours [7, 16–18, 33]. However, these wound edge intercalations

(involving three cells) are distinct from T1 transitions observed in many systems [18], as a T1

transition involves the rearrangements of four neighbouring cells. Moreover, the rate of wound

edge intercalations was found to be over 10 times that of unwounded tissues, and there was

found to be a strong relationship between wound edge intercalations and the rate of wound

closure during the slow phase.

Together, this data suggests that intercalations might be necessary for successful wound

closure. This cell behaviour differs from those associated with wound healing in other Drosophila

tissues (for example, cell fusion [125, 126], polyploidization [126] and cell intercalation further

from the wound edge [127]). However, the role of wound edge intercalations in gap closure, and

how cell mechanics might regulate them, remains poorly understood.

2.1 Computational model

To quantitatively test the role of wound edge cell intercalation, we developed a computational

vertex model [108] for wound closure in the wing disc. Although the mechanics of wound healing

has been modelled previously using continuum [62, 114, 116], or finite element approaches [11,

128], more representative cell-based models, such as vertex models [91, 129], have rarely been

applied to replicate in vivo wound healing dynamics. We adapt the vertex model (see 1.3)
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Figure 2.1: Wing disc wound closure is punctuated by wound edge intercalation,

which can drive wound closure. a, Early stages of wound closure. Cell outlines are marked

by Ecad-tdTomato (green) and MyoII by Sqh-GFP (magenta). Cells that will be ablated are

marked by white dots at 0 min. Images are maximum intensity projections of deconvolved image

stacks. Scale bar, 5 µm. b, Quantification of the percentage of starting wound edge junctions

(magenta) and wound percentage area (green) for a single Ecad-GFP wing disc wound. c,

Example of a single wound edge intercalation in an Ecad-GFP; sqh-mCherry, wing disc. Note

that the colours are inverted compared to (a). The raw maximum intensity projection (left) and

skeletonized images (right, intercalating cell in blue, wound in white) are shown. The junction

shared between the intercalating cell and the wound shrinks to a point and a new junction

grows in the orthogonal direction. Scale bar, 3 µm. Data collected by Robert J Tetley and

Yanlan Mao, published in Ref. [2].
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Supplementary Figure 2. Vertex modelling of wound healing

a, Equation for the total energy of the system. b, Schematic showing the forces due to
line tension and contractility acting on a cell in the vertex model. c, Example of a wound
edge intercalation. d, Cell edge line tension fluctuation (black) and purse-string tension
on the wound (red) over time after ablation (T = 0 mins).

Figure 2.2: Vertex modelling of wound healing. a, Equation for the total energy of the

system. b, Schematic showing the forces due to line tension and contractility acting on a cell

in the vertex model. c, Example of a wound edge intercalation. d, Cell edge line tension

fluctuation (black) and purse-string tension on the wound (red) over time after ablation (t = 0

mins).

to capture the activity in the experimental system, namely the assembly of the contractile

actomyosin purse-string, fluctuations in edge tension at cell-cell interfaces and the purse-string,

and cell divisions (Fig. 2.2a,b).

We implemented a simplified model of the cell cycle, with cells in one of three phases;

resting, growing or dividing. Cells start in the resting phase, with the default preferred area

A0. Once they have reached a threshold age, they transition to mitosis at a fixed rate. In

mitosis, the preferred area of the cell doubles over a period of 30 minutes, resulting in growth of

the cell. After 30 minutes, the cell is divided into two new cells by creating a new edge between

two of the cell edges which is chosen to minimize the system energy. This results in division of

elongated cells along their short axis.

To model myosin II fluctuations, we allow the line tension of each junction to fluctuate over

time, adapting the model introduced in Curran et al [130] (Fig. 2.2d). The line tension Λij on
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the edge joining vertices i and j evolves over time as:

dΛij
dt

= − 1

τm
(Λij − Λ0) + ξij (2.1)

where τm is the persistence time of myosin, Λ0 is the mean tissue line tension, and ξij is an

uncorrelated white noise obeying:

〈ξij(t)ξij(t′)〉 =
2σ2

m

τm
δ(t− t′)δikδjl. (2.2)

The line tension deviation, σm, controls the amount of fluctuation around the mean, and is

equal to the standard deviation of the line tension over time.

Wounds in the epithelium are created by removing any cell that lies partially or fully within

a circle of radius Rw. As material remains within the wound, but the actomyosin cortices are

disrupted, we remove all contractility within the wound. The polygons constituting the wound

have an area elasticity term with elastic modulus Kw and zero contractility. As tissue material

leaves the gap during wound closure, the elastic modulus decreases linearly to zero over 10

minutes. At the same time, the mean tension in the purse-string surrounding the wound is

increased to the purse-string tension, Λps. The wound edges will begin with a tension similar

to that of the tissue, Λ0, but due to myosin turnover to the new higher mean, the tension

will gradually increase to Λps and then stabilise (Fig. 2.2d), reproducing the experimentally

observed assembly of purse-string after wounding (Fig. 2.1a). Overall, the resulting effect is a

rapid expansion of wound area after ablation, followed by a contraction back to the original

size over 10 minutes.

The model is implemented using Surface Evolver [131]. In this study, we non-dimensionalise

energy by K/A2
0 and length by A

1
2
0 , giving a normalised contractility Γ̄ = Γ/KA0, and nor-

malised line tension Λ̄ = Λ/KA
3
2
0 , as is usual in the vertex model [1, 90]. The equation of

motion is discretised as ~xi(t + ∆t) = ~xi(t) + ∆t ~Fi, where ∆t is the time step, and solved nu-

merically. The simulation code is publicly available at: https://github.com/BanerjeeLab/

TissueFluidityVM.

As the tissue relaxes by minimizing mechanical energy, cell edges may shrink due to con-

tractile forces. If an edge length goes below a small threshold length, LT1 , an intercalation, or

T1 transition, occurs, in which a new edge is formed perpendicular to the original junction,
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if it results in a lower energy (Fig. 2.2c). To test the role of intercalations on efficient wound

closure, we may simply disable them in the model, preventing edges from rearranging.

To initialise the simulation, 200 cells are generated using a Voronoi tessellation and relaxed,

without fluctuations and divisions, to a steady state. The simulation is then run, with divisions

and fluctuating line tensions, until the tissue has grown to 250 cells. Next, the wound is ablated,

and the simulation is run until wound closure or for a maximum of 300 minutes.

2.1.1 Model Parameters

We use the same normalized contractility Γ as in Farhadifar et al [90]. Due to differences

between our models, such as division rules, the same set of parameters do not apply. The mean

division rate is taken from experimental measurements. The wound radius is chosen to ablate

the same number of cells as in experiments, and the mean cell area is approximately the cell

area measured in experiments. We use the same tension recovery time for line tension τm as in

Curran et al [130]. The line tension deviation σm, mean cell tension Λ0, and mean purse-string

tension Λps, and friction coefficient µ are chosen to approximate the wild type wounded and

unwounded intercalation rates, and wound closure time in experiments, and to capture the slow

and fast phases of closure.

2.1.2 Shear rheology simulations

We compute tissue shear modulus and viscosity by performing shear rheology simulations on

a model tissue comprised of 400 cells. The tissue is sheared in one time step by a strain ε,

moving each interior vertex position as x → x + εy. With the boundary vertices held fixed,

the sheared tissue is then relaxed for a period of 300 minutes (Fig. 2.3a). During shearing, the

strain energy density of the tissue, E/A, increases, and then relaxes to a non-zero finite value at

long times (Fig. 2.3b). We obtain the viscoelastic relaxation timescale, τ , and the final strain

energy density, w∞, by fitting an exponential function to the computed strain energy density

(Fig. 2.3c).

We run shear rheology simulations for ε in the range 0-0.5 (in steps of 0.025). We compute

the shear modulus, G, by fitting the equation w∞ = w0 + 1
2Gε

2. Due to the fluctuations in

energy density from tension fluctuations, the estimate for τ can be noisy. We obtain an estimate
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Figure 2.3: Obtaining continuum tissue properties by shearing. a, Images of a tissue

during shearing simulations, before shearing, after shearing, and after relaxation. Edge color

indicates the effective tension, the total of the line tension and contractility, on each edge, with

blue being low and red high. b, The energy density of the tissue over time, for different amounts

of shear strain. c, An exponential curve is fit to the energy density, giving a relaxation time

scale, τ , and a final strain energy, w∞. d, Final energy density, w∞, against shear strain, for

different values of preferred shape index, p0. The shear strain is obtained by fitting a quadratic

curve. e, The normalized tissue shear modulus against cell shape index p0. f, The normalized

tissue viscosity against cell shape index p0. 48



Parameter Symbol Value

Contractility Γ 0.04

Mean line tension Λ0 0.00

Mean purse-string tension Λps 0.08

Preferred cell area A0 16 µm2

Friction coefficient µ 30 s

Line tension deviation σm 0.025

Tension recovery time τm 150 s

Wound radius Rw 5.33 µm

Time step ∆t 3s

Intercalation threshold length LT1 0.2 µm

Mean % cells division / hour 2.25

Table 2.1: Default model parameters

for the average viscoelastic timescale by taking the inverse-variance weighted average of τ over

all values of shear strain: τ =
∑
i τi/

∑
i σ

2
i

1/σ2
i

, where τi and σ2
i are the best fit, and variance, of

τ from the ith strain simulation. Finally, we obtain the tissue viscosity using the relation,

η = Gτ .

We verify our calculations by studying the influence of the shape index, p0 = −Λ0
2Γ [1, 90],

on the continuum materials properties of the tissue, with no fluctuations or divisions. We find

that as p0 increases, equivalent to decreasing tension, the tissue fluidizes, with both the shear

modulus and the viscosity decreasing to 0 for p0 > p∗0 = 3.81, the critical value (Fig. 2.3e-f).

Moreover, we observe a bilinear decrease in the elastic modulus and viscosity, with an initial

fast decrease for p0 < p∗0 , and then a slower decrease for p0 > p∗0 , where the shear modulus

and viscosity is close to zero.

2.2 Intercalations are necessary for wound closure

Without introducing intercalation events into the model, simulated wounds are unable to close

(Fig. 2.4a,c). The purse-string contracts the wound, and the area shrinks, but cells quickly
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jam and closure stalls. By contrast, when intercalations are enabled in the model (see Methods

for details), cells may rearrange and unjam around the gap, and wounds are able to close

(Fig. 2.4b,d), supporting our hypothesis that intercalations at the wound edge are necessary to

drive wound closure.

The vertex model predicts that, in the absence of intercalation, cells around the wound

become more elongated towards the centre of the wound (Fig. 2.4e) than in simulations with

intercalations enabled (Fig. 2.4f). In both cases, the cells in the first row initially elongate

as the purse string contracts the wound. As cells begin to intercalate away from the wound

edge their shapes relax, reducing the elongation over time. Towards the end of wound closure,

many intercalations occur (Fig. 2.4b), at which point the elongation rapidly decreases and the

cells return to a fully relaxed state after healing (Fig. 2.4f). Due to the coupling between cell

shape and mechanical energy, cells remain in a high energy and stressed state when unable to

intercalate, but can reduce the mechanical energy of the tissue by intercalating (Fig. 2.5).

With intercalations disabled, the cells remain highly elongated (Fig. 2.4e). This led us to

hypothesize that wound edge intercalations play a crucial role in maintaining cell shape and tis-

sue patterning. The seamless closure we observe is distinct from a number of in vivo [127, 132],

and in vitro [11, 68] systems that can form visible scar-like rosette structures upon closure. In-

deed, the vertex model’s prediction that intercalations preserve cell shape was found to capture

experimental behaviour, with cells elongating during closure before returning to their original

shape after rearrangement [2].

2.3 Reducing tension enhances fluidity and wound closure rates

These results suggest that wound closure is controlled by two dynamic mechanical properties

of the wounded tissue: the rate of wound edge intercalation and the tension in the purse string.

We used the model to test the relative roles of intercalation rate and purse string tension

in wounded tissues. We found that the rate of intercalation in the tissue can be tuned by

modulating the cell–cell interfacial tension (Fig. 2.6a). As in unjamming transitions, as the cell

line tension decreases, the rate of intercalation in the tissue increases due to the reduced energy

barriers to rearrangement [1]. This leads to an increase in ‘tissue fluidity’ — the rearrangement
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Figure 2.4: Intercalations are necessary to unjam the tissue and close wounds. a,b,

Percentage of initial wound area and wound junctions after ablation with intercalations disabled

(a) and enabled (b). c,d, Vertex model simulation images after ablation with intercalations

disabled (c) and enabled (d). Scale bar, 5 µm. e,f, Percentage change in cell elongation over

time during and after wound closure, calculated by dividing the major axis by the minor axis of

an ellipse fit to each cell, for the first three rows of cells around the wound with intercalations

disabled (e) and enabled (f).
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Supplementary Figure 10. Effect of intercalations on cell energy

a-b, Mean cell mechanical energy over time for the first three rows of cells with
intercalations (a) enabled, and (b) disabled. c, Quantification of time averaged cell
energy for the first three rows, with intercalations enabled and disabled, averaged over
12 simulations. With intercalations enabled, the mean cell area is lower in the first row
(unpaired t-test, t=14.8, df=22, p<1e-12), second row (unpaired t-test, t=5.282, df=22,
p<1e-4), and third row (unpaired t-test, t=1.642, df=22, p>1e-1). Error bars = SD.

Rok RNAi Tissue Rok RNAi Wound WT Tissue WT Wound Mbs RNAi Tissue Mbs RNAi Wound
Rok RNAi Tissue <0.0001 (0.8078) 0.002 (0.5845) <0.0001 (0.95) <0.0001 (0.913) <0.0001 (0.8604)
Rok RNAi Wound 0.0167 (0.5088) 0.0019 (0.5974) 0.9368 (0.1974) 0.1516 (0.3684)

WT Tissue 0.0002 (0.6889) 0.0033 (0.6667) 0.0019 (0.614)
WT Wound 0.0365 (0.5167) 0.2506 (0.3263)

Mbs RNAi Tissue 0.6884 (0.2632)
Mbs RNAi Wound

Supplementary Table 1. Results of Kolmogorov Smirnov tests comparing vertex
recoil rates in Rok RNAi, WT and Mbs RNAi wing discs

Results of Kolmogorov Smirnov tests for pairwise comparisons of all combinations of
vertex recoil rates at the wound edge and in the surrounding tissue in Rok RNAi, WT
and Mbs RNAi wing discs. p values and the Kolomogorov Smirnov D statistic (in
brackets) are shown. Statistically significant comparisons are highlighted in green.

Figure 2.5: Intercalations reduce cell energy. a,b, Mean cell mechanical energy over

time for the first three rows of cells with intercalations (a) enabled, and (b) disabled. c,

Quantification of time averaged cell energy for the first three rows, with intercalations enabled

and disabled, averaged over 12 simulations. With intercalations enabled, the mean cell energy

is lower in the first row (unpaired t-test, t=14.8, df=22, p<1e-12), second row (unpaired t-test,

t=5.282, df=22, p<1e-4), and third row (unpaired t-test, t=1.642, df=22, p>1e-1). Error bars

= SD.

of cells relative to each other—analogous to molecules in a liquid.

To demonstrate that a reduction in interfacial tension (increase in intercalations) indeed

increases the fluidity of a tissue, we performed shear rheology simulations using our vertex

model (Fig. 2.3a), and computed the tissue shear modulus and viscosity with varying line

tensions (Fig. 2.6b and Fig. 2.3b-f). As the line tension is gradually reduced in simulations,

both the shear modulus and viscosity approach zero [1]. Our findings stand in contrast to

previous studies, which suggested that cell monolayers displaying viscous-like behaviours with

many cell rearrangements [133] fail to close wounds [62]. However, our results are consistent

with the suggestion that increasing monolayer elasticity would prevent wound closure [114].

Either increasing the purse string tension or decreasing the cell line tension reduces the

time taken for wounds to close (Fig. 2.6c) and increases the rate of wound edge intercalations

(Fig. 2.7d). Unexpectedly, we find a region of parameter space where a reduction in purse

string tension is more than compensated by an increase in tissue fluidity (decrease in tension),

leading to accelerated wound closure (Fig. 2.6c,e,f, magenta compared to black). However, tissue

fluidity can only rescue a reduced purse string up to a point, as the majority of simulations
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with the weakest purse string tension values fail to close, regardless of the level of tissue fluidity

(Fig. 2.6c,e,f). This observation highlights the importance of the purse string for the increase

in wound edge intercalation. Together, these results demonstrate that bulk tissue mechanical

properties and the activity of the purse string cooperate to promote wound closure.

To test the predictions of the model, Robert Tetley and Yanlan Mao experimentally per-

turbed the cell tension by changing the activity of myosin [2]. First, myosin activity is hyper-

activated, increasing tension and both the cell-cell junctions and wound edge, using RNA inter-

ference against the myosin binding subunit (Mbs RNAi) of myosin phosphatase [134]. When

applied, myosin dephosphorylation is prevented, increasing myosin activity. Both the purse-

string and cells display increased tension, but the wound fails to close and no intercalations

around the wound edge occur (Fig. 2.7a,b,c).

In contrast, myosin activity may be inhibited using RNAi against rho-kinase (Rok), prevent-

ing myosin phosphorylation, reducing by cell and wound line tension. However, this perturba-

tion resulted in faster wound closure than in wild type, and with an increased rate of intercala-

tions around the wound edge. Despite the reduced purse-string tension which is driving wound

closure, the cell line tension is also reduced, increasing tissue fluidity which overcompensates

for the loss in contractility around the wound and accelerates closure (Fig. 2.7a,b,d).

Other sources of tissue fluidity exist, such as decreasing the contractility of the cell, Γ

(Fig 7a). Simulations using our vertex model also demonstrate that the intercalation rate

can increase rapidly when the magnitude of line tension fluctuations is increased (Fig. 2.8d),

leading to a smaller corresponding reduction in closure time (Fig. 2.8c). However, when the

tension fluctuations are large, the intercalation rate in unwounded simulations far exceeds

what we observe in unwounded tissues with many short-timescale reversible intercalations.

Experimentally, not many reversible intercalations were observed, so it is unlikely that higher

tension fluctuations are physiologically relevant [2].

Simulations also demonstrate that cell division rates can affect closure time (Fig. 2.8e).

However, the range of cell division rates used in these simulations far exceeds the physiological

range of cell division rates measured by Rotert Tetley and Yanlan Mao in a number of genetic

conditions [135] (Fig. 2.8e). Accordingly, it is unlikely that cell division has a strong contribution

to wing disc wound closure for wounds of this size, unlike for larger wounds [136]. Although
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Figure 2.6: Reducing cell tension increases tissue fluidity and closure speed. a,

Intercalation rate in unwounded tissue versus mean cell line tension. Error bars indicate s.d.

b, Normalized tissue shear modulus and viscosity versus tension. c, Mean wound closure time

versus cell line tension and purse string tension. White region, parameter space where wounds

fail to close within 300 min. Coloured stars indicate the parameters used in (e) and (f). d, Mean

wound edge intercalation rate versus cell line tension and purse string tension. e, Percentage of

initial area over time for low, moderate and high line tension cases. Points are from simulations

and lines are dual exponential fitting curves. f, Percentage of initial wound junctions over time

for low, moderate and high tension cases. Points are from simulations and lines are the average

over all simulations. For all combinations of tension, n = 12 simulations for each.
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Figure 2.7: Myosin activity controls tissue fluidity and wound closure rate. a, Quan-

tification of wound closure (as a percentage of start wound area), and b wound edges, over

time in Mbs RNAi (green, n = 5) and Rok RNAi (magenta, n = 5) wing discs, compared

to WT wound closure (black, n = 5). Two-phase exponential decays are fitted after 3 min.

c, d Examples of wound healing in Mbs RNAi (c) and Rok RNAi (c) before wounding (left)

and after wound closure (right, Rok RNAi) or when further segmentation becomes impossible

(right, Mbs RNAi). Cells are colour coded according to whether they undergo intercalation

(dark blue) or not (cyan). Scale bars, 3 µm. Data collected by Robert J Tetley and Yanlan

Mao, published in Ref. [2].
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Supplementary Figure 4. Effect of model parameters on fluidity and closure time

a, Mean intercalation rate in a wounded tissue, and b, mean closure time against
normalized contractility. c, Mean intercalation rate in a wounded tissue, and d, mean
closure time against cell line tension deviation. e, Mean intercalation rate in a wounded
tissue, and f, mean closure time against cell division rate. For each value, (n = 12).
Dashed lines indicate experimentally measured values of division rates.

Figure 2.8: Effect of model parameters on fluidity and closure time. a, Mean interca-

lation rate in a wounded tissue, and b, mean closure time against normalized contractility. c,

Mean intercalation rate in a wounded tissue, and d, mean closure time against cell line tension

deviation. e, Mean intercalation rate in a wounded tissue, and f, mean closure time against cell

division rate. For each value, (n = 12). Dashed lines indicate experimentally measured values

of division rates. Experimental data collected by Robert J Tetley and Yanlan Mao, published

in Ref. [2]. 56



varying the magnitude of tension fluctuations and divisions rates is not physiologically relevant,

the observation that both can be modulated to increase fluidity, and subsequently wound closure

rate (Fig. 2.8c–f), demonstrates that fluidity-driven wound closure is likely to be a general

phenomenon.

2.4 Discussion

We have thus demonstrated that wing disc wound closure is dependent on cell–cell intercalation-

driven tissue fluidity, downstream of interfacial junctional tension. The dynamics of wound

closure in wing discs can be explained purely through junctional behaviours in our vertex

model, rather than previously described cell-crawling based migration [11, 68, 137, 138]. In

our system, fluidity may substitute for the propulsive action provided by cell crawling, as

it provides a mechanism for energy dissipation, which leads to mechanical relaxation [129]

(Fig. 2.4). The dispensability of crawling for our system is reminiscent of the closure of cell

monolayer wounds over non-adherent environments [62, 115], which entirely depends on purse

string tensile activity. In these studies, wounds close much more slowly than in wing discs and

a reinforcement of purse string strength is thought to be required for closure [62]. Both these

differences may be explained by a failure of these monolayers to efficiently dissipate energy,

unlike in wing discs.

Changes in tension-based fluidity, such as those we have induced through myosin pertur-

bation, can be interpreted as an unjamming transition [17, 22]. Epithelial tissues can transi-

tion between a fluid-like state (unjammed) with many rearrangements and a solid-like jammed

state, lacking the ability to rearrange [17, 34, 139]. Theoretical models have described how

jamming/unjamming transitions can be induced via changes in junctional tension and cell–cell

adhesion [22]. These two properties define a mechanical energy barrier, which must be overcome

for cells to rearrange relative to each other [22, 139], allowing an epithelium to behave as a fluid.

By reducing tension in the wing disc, we are probably lowering this energy barrier, allowing

cells to rearrange more. Simulations indeed demonstrate that, with increased intercalations,

tissues can transit to a lower energy state during wound healing, which may allow further in-

tercalations to occur (Fig. 2.4). The role we describe for tissue fluidity in wound healing, in
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addition to its known roles in developing [130, 140–143] and mature tissues [22], reinforces the

physiological importance of the fluid state of a tissue.

2.5 Outlook

While this research highlights the role of tissue fluidity on collective cell migration, it raises

many interesting questions that could be addressed in future research. For example, we have

shown that by perturbing myosin activity to reduce cellular tension, the tissue increase its

fluidity and its ability to repair wounds. Do cells away from the wound regulate their own

tension to increase closure rates? Experimentally, can we measure changes in cellular tension

or myosin activity during wounding to see if cells change fluidity in response to wounds? If not,

is there some trade-off within the cells that means they prefer to maintain high tension at the

cost of closing wounds more slowly?

One idea may be that the tissue tries to maintain properties such as cell size, shape, and

packing both before and after closure, so that the healed tissue is in the same state as before

wounding. These properties have been shown to depend on cell contractility and adhesion [90].

During wounding, cells must reorganise to close the gap, and if this reorganisation happens

while the cells have altered properties such as lower tension, then the state of the tissue after

closure may be different, which could lead to scarring.

The generality of these results is also worthy of investigation. In this instance, reducing

tension increases closure rates because the increase in tissue fluidity overcompensates for the

loss in purse-string tension. How do these results depend on the geometry of the wound? For

very large wounds closing only via a purse-string, in vitro experiments showed that the wound

quickly jams and is unable to close [62]. By reducing tension, jamming in the tissue may be

prevented at the expense of a weaker purse-string. However, since the strength of the purse-

string depends on the curvature of the wound, at very large wound sizes the purse-string may

be too weak to drive closure even with the increase in fluidity.

Another limitation of these findings is that this system has no cell crawling driving closure.

How would a reduction in tension affect closure in this case? Tissue fluidity would be increased

as before, but force transmission across rows of cells may be disrupted, which is necessary for
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the coordination of cell motion [17, 20]. If this is disrupted due to cells displaying more fluid-like

motion, then cells may be unable to effectively migrate together towards the gap, and closure

times may instead increase.
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Part II

The role of active cell behaviour on

tissue fluidity
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Chapter 3

How cell mechanics and actin

architecture regulate collective cell

motion

While the previous chapter studied in vivo wound healing in the Drosophila wind disc where the

actomyosin purse-string was the sole driver of wound closure, often cells may also crawl and the

coordination of cell behaviour is important for wound closure [11] and collective migration [15].

Poor coordination is associated with pathological states, as cell sheets [144], clusters [145] and

strands [146] extravasate from tumours during cancer metastasis [13]. The coordination of cell

movement is driven by a balance of mechanical stresses occurring at cell interfaces and between

the cell and the extracellular matrix (ECM) [19, 20, 147]. The regulated maintenance of this

balance determines the homeostatic movement of the epithelium along mucosal surfaces [148]

and the repair of epithelial wounds [11, 149, 150].

Epithelial wound repair is driven by both the cooperation of distinct modes of migration and

the coordination of mechanical force production, which involves the assembly and contractility

of disparate actin architectures across diverse timescales. At the early stages of wound repair,

cells proximal and distal to the wound migrate to close the space [151–153]. Migration through

‘crawling’ is driven by forward lamellipodial protrusions, which couple to focal adhesions and

induce contraction and rearward motion of the substrate [19]. By contrast, at later stages of
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wound repair, lamellipodial protrusions coexist with multi-cellular actomyosin bundles, called

‘purse strings’, which assemble at the wound periphery (‘leading edge’) [150] and contract

laterally to pull cells forward [154]. Purse string formation and the dynamics of closure depend

upon the curvature of the wound [67, 68] and can occur in the presence [19] or absence [62]

of underlying adhesion. Consequently, the relationship between contractility and adhesion

generated via purse strings is unclear, as is the extent to which purse strings cooperate with

lamellipodial protrusions to drive efficient wound closure.

3.1 F-actin architecture varies with substrate stiffness, but gen-

erates constant power

Wound healing assays have helped to investigate how Arp2/3-driven cell crawling and acto-

myosin purse-string contraction cooperate for efficient migration. In vitro laser ablation ex-

periments on MDCK monolayers, performed in Ajeti, Tabatabai et al [3], revealed that the

substrate stiffness determines cellular actin architectures. Cells around the wound displayed

one of two actin architectures, lamellipodial protrusions and actomyosin bundles (Fig. 3.1a).

Cells typically begin by crawling, and assemble a purse-string as closure progresses, with faster

movement in crawling cells (Fig. 3.1f). One might observe that behind the lamellipodia there

can exist an actin cable within the cell. However, these cables appear to be much weaker than

the purse-string cables, and since we are concerned with the dyanamics of the leading edge of

the wound, we focus on the front of the cell and we categorise cells into one of the two modes.

While cells around the wound displayed one of the two modes of closure, cells were more

likely to form a purse-string on soft gels, and more likely to crawl on stiff gels (Fig. 3.1b).

However, while the likelihood of each mode changed, it was found that the average closure time

of the wound was independent of substrate rigidity (Fig. 3.1c). For wounds on soft gels, it was

found that predominantly purse-string wounds closed significantly slower than predominantly

cell crawling wounds, but were less likely, suggesting that a cells choice of mode is optimised

based on their environment (Fig. 3.1d).

Traction force microscopy revealed that the mechanical work, and so the forces transmitted

to the environment, depend on actin architecture, with higher work produced by the purse-
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Figure 3.1: Mechanical work, but not effective power, is architecture dependent. a,

F-actin stains for a wound closing on a 4.3 kPa substrate. Outlined is the wound area A, and

the area of the wound and lamellipodial protrusions, AL. Scale bars, 25 µm. b, Percentage of

cells at wound boundary closing via LP versus PS, as determined by eye. c, τ1, the exponential

decay timescale for wound area, as a function of substrate stiffness (N = 36) d, τ1 as a function

of substrate stiffness, separating the samples from (d) into predominantly purse string samples

(PS) or lamellipodial crawling (LP). e,f, Wound energy densities W/L (e) and closure velocity

(f) for LP or PS subsets. g, Effective power, P, calculated from W/L × v, is independent of

wound phenotype. Solid lines in e–g represent the average value for all control samples (N = 20)

before creating LP and PS subsets. Data collected by Visar Ajeti and A Pasha Tabatabai et

al, published in Ref. [3].
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string friction than cell crawling (Fig. 3.1e). However, when the mechanical power is computed,

calculated as work per unit length (W/L) multiplied by wound edge velocity (v) (Fig. 3.1f), it

was found that the two architectures transmit work to the substrate at the same rate per unit

time (Fig. 3.1g). Thus, regulation of the cytoskeletal machineries also controls the mechanical

energy at tissue-scales, and rate of wound closure. To explain the origin of power balance

between predominantly lamellipodia (LP) and purse-string (PS) based architectures, and how

cell and environmental properties regulate wound closure, we introduce an active adherent

vertex model that simulates collective cell dynamics at the leading edge of the wound.

3.2 Active adherent vertex model

Extensive theoretical work has been done to model collective cell migration during tissue mor-

phogenesis and repair [92, 155–160]. However, existing models do not explain how individual

cells adapt their migratory machineries and interactions with neighbouring cells to move collec-

tively like a viscous fluid while maintaining tissue cohesion. Continuum models of tissues [161]

as viscoelastic fluids [114, 156] or solids [92, 155, 162, 163] have been successful in describing

collective flow and traction force patterns observed experimentally. However, such macroscopic

models cannot capture cellular scale dynamics, and therefore unsuited for connecting individ-

ual cell properties to collective cell dynamics. On the other hand, cell-based computational

models, including the Cellular Potts Model [88, 164], Vertex Model [90, 109], phase-field [165]

or particle-based models [159, 166, 167] explicitly account for dynamic mechanical properties

of individual cells and their physical interactions. However, these models have not yet been

developed to integrate the mechanics of cell motion with cell-substrate adhesions and intracel-

lular cytoskeletal dynamics. It remains poorly understood how migrating cells sense changes

in their physical environment and translate those cues into biomechanical activities in order to

facilitate collective motion. This is particularly important for epithelial wound healing, where

wound edge cells actively remodel their cytoskeletal machineries and the resulting modes of

motility in response to changes in wound size, shapes and substrate properties [11, 62, 163].

To overcome these limitations, we propose an integrative modelling framework that incorpo-

rates the mechano-chemical coupling of cell motion and adhesion with stochastic transformation
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between protrusive and contractile cell behaviours. In contrast to previous cell-based models

of wound healing [11, 157, 168], our approach explicitly accounts for the spatiotemporal regu-

lation of protrusive and contractile activities, cell-matrix interactions, adhesion turnover, and

cell polarity. Using this model, we ask: How do migrating cells sense changes in their physical

environment? How do cells regulate their modes of motilities to optimize the speed of collective

motion? What roles do tissue mechanical properties play in stress propagation and relaxation

during wound repair? In particular, we find that an optimum mixture of protrusive and con-

tractile cell activities at the wound edge accelerates the rate of wound healing under diverse

conditions. The optimum mixed mode of migration is robust to changes in substrate rigid-

ity, wound shape, intercellular adhesions and cortical tension. A unique insight offered by our

study is that a mixture of protrusive and contractile activities promotes faster wound repair by

optimizing the tradeoff between collective cell guidance and local stress relaxation. Finally, we

propose a fundamental mechanism by which tissues can locally fluidize to drive rapid collective

cell motion while maintaining their overall mechanical integrity.

Our model consists of several computational components that simulate: (1) mechanical in-

teractions between cells, (2) biochemical dynamics (protrusions, adhesions), and (3) transitions

between distinct cell motility modes. Mechanical interactions between cells are simulated using

the vertex model for epithelial mechanics [90, 108, 109, 113, 157, 160, 169]. Each cell has the

usual mechanical energy from the vertex model, given by:

Eα =
1

2
K(Aα −A0)2 +

1

2
ΓP 2

α +
1

2
γPα . (3.1)

Cell-substrate interactions

We model the substrate as a triangular mesh of springs with a spring constant ks. The Young’s

modulus of the substrate is given by Es = 2ks/
√

3hs, where hs is the substrate thickness, and

the Poisson’s ratio for a triangular mesh is ν = 1/3.

Since focal adhesions and cellular traction forces typically localize at the cell periphery [80],

we implement focal adhesions at the cell boundaries. We model the focal adhesion complexes

as stiff springs with stiffness kf , which connect the cell vertices with the substrate mesh. Bound

focal adhesions can detach stochastically with a rate koff, whereas unbound cell vertices can
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Figure 3.2: Collective migration during wound healing driven by a mixture of crawl-

ing and purse-string based cell motility. a, Model schematic, showing physical forces and

model elements. b, Illustration of self-propulsion force. The central vertex for a cell inside the

tissue has a resultant force (red arrow) equal to the average force from its adjacent cells (blue

arrows). The polarity vector (blue arrow) for a wound edge cell bisects the angle between the

lines from the cell centroid to the boundary vertices. c, Tissue configuration during wound

closure with kp = 4 hr−1, at t = 15 min (left), t = 33 min (middle), t = 64 min (right). Arrows

indicate traction forces. d-f, Kymograph of the (d) radial component of cell velocity field, vr,

(e) magnitude of the azimuthal velocity, |vθ|, and (f) radial traction stress, Tr, for the mixed

modality of closure corresponding to (c). g, Log-linear plot for wound area vs time for crawling

(kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed (kp = 4 hr−1) modes of closure. Inset:

Time evolution of the percentage of wound perimeter covered by purse-string
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attach to the nearest node of the substrate mesh with a rate kon. The resultant force on the

cell vertex is,

fαadh = −
∂Eαadh

∂xα
, (3.2)

Eαadh = σα
kf
2

(|xα − rα| − |xα0 − rα0 |)2 , (3.3)

where Eαadh, is the adhesion energy, σα is the state variable for cell-substrate attachment (0:

detached; 1: attached), rα is the position of the substrate mesh connected to xα, and xα0 and rα0

are the initial positions of the cell and the substrate vertices at the time of adhesion formation.

The net mechanical force acting on the cell vertex i is given by Fi = −∂Etot/∂xi, where

Etot =
∑n

α=1Eα + Eadh is the total mechanical energy of the cells and the cell-substrate

adhesions.

Active cell motility

Each cell carries a unit polarity vector, p̂α, which represents the front/rear polarization of a

motile cell [170]. The polarity vector is an internal state variable of cell that specifies the

preferred orientation of cell motion, not their actual direction of motion. Cells in the bulk of

the tissue, i.e. not on the wound edge, move due to self-propulsion [110]. The polarity of a

bulk cell α is defined by a unit vector with angle θα that undergoes rotational diffusion:

∂tθα = ηα(t), 〈ηα(t)ηβ(t′)〉 = 2Drδαβδ(t− t′) , (3.4)

where Dr is the rotational diffusion constant, and ηα(t) is a Gaussian white noise with mean

0 and variance 2Dr. The self-propulsion of cell α results in a force on the vertex i as:

1
nα

∑
i∈α µv0p̂α, where v0 is the self-propulsion speed, and the sum is over all neighbouring

cells to vertex i.

To model lamellipodia based crawling, we allow cell vertices at the wound edge to protrude in

the direction of polarity before attaching to the substrate. This pushes the cell front outwards,

while cortical tension pulls the rear of the cell forwards. The polarity vector of cells along

the wound points into the gap, and is determined by the mid-point of the wound edges. The

direction of protrusion is given by the unit vector v̂iα of wound cell α, which makes half the

angle between the two lines joining the centroid of cell α to the vertices on the wound that
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neighbour other cells, i.e. are on the boundary of internal and external edges. This ensures

contact inhibition of locomotion [167], preventing collision of two neighbouring cells. For a

cell α neighbouring the wound, the crawling force on vertex i on the wound edge is given

by: f ip = fp(1 − σi)v̂
i
α, where fp is the protrusion force magnitude. For simplicity we have

assumed that fp is independent cell-substrate adhesions, although the elastic resistance from

the substrate will increase with substrate stiffness.

In addition to mechanical forces (Fig. 3.2a), cells within the bulk tissue actively move with

a self-propulsion velocity v0p̂α (Fig. 3.2a), where p̂α defines the random polarity vector for cell

motion, and v0 is the self-propulsion speed.

Simulating wound closure

Cells at the wound leading edge initiate motion by crawling towards the wound center [62, 114],

with a force fp (Fig. 3.2a). At each time step, crawling cell fronts can transition to a purse-

string at a constant rate kp. This leads to an increased line tension on the wound edge due

to actomyosin contractility (Fig. 3.2a). Assuming over-damped dynamics, cell vertex i at the

wound edge moves as:

µ
dxα

dt
= Fα + fαp , (3.5)

where µ is the friction coefficient. Cell vertices in the bulk of the tissue move according to

following equation of motion

µ
dxα

dt
= Fα +

1

nα

∑
i∈α

µv0p̂i , (3.6)

where the last term is the averaged self-propulsion force over ni neighboring cells sharing the

vertex i (Fig. 3.2b). We estimate the model parameters from available experimental data

(Table 3.2).

Model Implementation

The vertex model is implemented using Surface Evolver [131]. The code is publicly available at:

https://github.com/BanerjeeLab/AAVM. We generate a wound by removing any cells that

lie totally or partially within the wounded area. Edges surrounding the wound are then moved

to the target wound shape. We then relax the energy of the remaining cells without adhesions
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so that all vertices on the wound lie on the target wound perimeter and system is at an energy

minimum. To initiate gap closure, cells around the wound are set to crawling mode. We then

execute the following steps until wound closure:

• Update adhesion states for cell vertices. Adherent vertices attempt to unbind with a rate

koff at each time step. Detached vertices attempt to attach to the nearest node of the

substrate mesh with a rate kon. For cell edges at the wound border, attachment occurs

via protrusion into the nearest substrate vertex.

• Refine cell edges by subdividing edges longer than a maximum length, and merging edges

shorter than a minimum length. This ensures an even distribution of adhesions, and

allows the cells to assume curved shapes.

• Perform neighbour exchanges, also known as T1 transitions, when a cell edge shrinks

below the threshold length, L∗, such that it lowers the total mechanical energy. Once an

edge goes below the threshold length L∗, then that edge is replaced by a perpendicular

contact of the same length.

• Update modes of cell movement. Cells at the wound edge switch from crawling to purse

string modes at a rate kp. In the purse-string mode, cells can no longer crawl but instead

carry a higher line tension around their wounded edge, γps, modelling contractility of the

actomyosin cable. Once cells are in the purse-string mode they remain so until wound

closure or when the cell edge length shrinks to zero.

• Move the cell vertices according to the overdamped equation of motion (Eq. (3.5) or

Eq. (3.6)). Individual nodes of the substrate spring mesh move at a velocity proportional

to the net force resulting from focal adhesions and the gradient of mechanical energy of

the spring mesh.

Model parameters

Table 3.2 lists the parameters used in our simulations. We use a default value of 150 cells, but

increase the cell number (in the range 150-250) while running simulations for wounds with larger

sizes (Fig 3.4a). Substrate node density was chosen to be small enough so that a cell vertex is
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always close to a node in the substrate spring mesh, allowing focal adhesions to form with a

relatively short length. It was found that the node density has little effect on the overall closure

times [129]. Since we aim to model a continuum material, smaller node sizes are better but

increase the computational cost. Thus an intermediate value was chosen to be small enough so

that a cell vertex is always close to a node in the substrate spring mesh, allowing focal adhesions

to form with a relatively short length.

The preferred area of the cell, A0, is chosen to be approximately the same as the average

area of MDCK cells in wound healing assays [11, 114]. The preferred perimeter P0 is chosen

so that the cell shape index, p0 = P0/
√
A0 is close to the value for a regular hexagon, enabling

us to study the effects of cell shape anisotropy on wound healing speed. The substrate stiffness

was chosen as a typical value for gels used in in vivo wound healing assays [11]; the Poisson’s

ratio of 1/3 for the substrate is a consequence of using a triangular mesh of linear springs. The

Young’s modulus of the substrate defines the force scale in the simulations. The wound radius

was chosen to be in the range 5-30 µm, similar to those in experimental studies [11, 62, 114].

Purse-string tension was estimated by taking the product of the force generated by a single

myosin motor, 3 pN [171], with the typical number of myosin motors in a contractile ring of

length 15 µm and thickness 1 µm, 105 [172], which gives a tension of 300 nN. Next, we fit

parameters for cell area and perimeter elasticities, K and Γ, adhesion binding and unbinding

rates, koff and kon. Together, these parameters determine the overall tissue motility and the

magnitude of traction force generation. Thus we fit them simultaneously to the experimental

data for typical closure speed and traction force magnitudes generated during closure [11, 62,

114]. In addition, we examine the spatiotemporal pattern of traction forces generated during

closure. For example, traction stresses are normally localized around the wound but are not

evenly distributed around the perimeter. Low adhesion time leads to smooth closure but little

traction force while higher adhesion binding times lead to an even distribution of traction

around the wound but the closure dynamics are less smooth.

We estimate the protrusion force, fp, by comparing to single cell crawling speeds of 15 µm

hr−1 [68]. To this end, we simulated a single crawling cell with a fixed polarity vector, and

calibrated fp to the value that resulted in a crawl speed of 15 µm hr−1. Internal motility speed

was set to a similar value as cell crawling speeds. The range of purse-string assembly rates
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were chosen so that the minimum value, kp = 0 yields pure crawling, the maximum, kp = 1000

hr−1, yields 100% purse-string coverage, and intermediate values produce a combination of

purse-string and crawling.

To model the in vitro wound healing assays we adapt our parameters to better fit the

experimental time and length scales, by rescaling length by a factor of 1.5 and time by a factor

of 2. See full table in Ageti, Tabatabai et al [3].

Traction stress computation

We record displacements of the substrate mesh, u = r − r0, at each timestep during the

simulation. These vectors are then interpolated to a square grid, from which strain is evaluated

using the finite difference discretization of: εkl = 1
2(∂kul + ∂luk), where k and l are in-plane

spatial coordinates. The resultant stress is:

σkl =
Esν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
δklεmm +

Es
(1 + ν)

εkl . (3.7)

The traction stress is calculated using Tk = hs∂lσkl. The strain energy density is given by

U = 1
2εklσkl. For each simulation we calculate the mean strain energy as total strain energy

transmitted to the substrate averaged over simulation time, T :

〈SE〉 =
1

T

∫ T

0
dt

∫
A
dA hsU(x, y, t) . (3.8)

3.3 Cooperation of distinct modes of cell migration during wound

repair

To elucidate the mechanisms of collective cell motion during wound repair, we simulated heal-

ing of a circular wound for a mixed modality of closure: kp = 4 hr−1. Initially, cells close

the wound by crawling (Fig. 3.2c), but over time they switch to the purse-string mode, result-

ing in rapid contraction of cell edges lining the wound periphery (Fig. 3.2c). To quantify the

spatiotemporal patterns of collective cell motion, we calculated spatially averaged radial and

azimuthal velocities as a function of the radial distance from the wound centre at each time

point (Fig. 3.2d-e). Initially, both radial and azimuthal velocities are highest around the wound

edge and decay with distance inside the monolayer. As crawling cells pull on the substrate,
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the resultant traction forces point radially outwards and away from the wound (Fig. 3.2c,f).

Halfway through the closure process, the purse-string fully assembles (Fig. 3.2g-inset) and the

traction forces switch to pointing radially inwards (Fig 3.2f), in quantitative agreement with

experimental data [11]. Consistent with experiments, tangential traction stresses are compa-

rable in magnitude with the radial components of the traction stress. Our model reproduces

the experimental observation that focal adhesions are oriented towards the wound center for

crawling cells [3, 11]. By contrast, purse-string adhesions have a higher probability of orienting

tangentially at the leading edge than crawling cells. As closure proceeds, the band of high

radial velocities around the wound narrows (Fig. 3.2d), while the azimuthal velocity narrows

and decreases around the wound (Fig. 3.2e). This results in more coordinated inward motion

of the cells.

Increasing kp from 0 (crawling only) to 1000 hr−1, monotonically increases the proportion

of wound perimeter covered by the purse-string over time (Fig. 3.2g-inset). For non-zero values

of kp, wound area shrinks in a biphasic manner: an initial slow exponential decay, followed

by fast exponential decay, consistent with experimental data [3]. In contrast to the mixed

mode of closure (Fig. 3.2c,g), the traction forces for crawling mediated closure are always

directed radially outwards, because crawling cells pull on the substrate. While further inside

the monolayer the traction forces point radially inwards as the rear end of crawling cells retract

via cortical contraction. In purse-string mediated closure, the wound shape remains circular

throughout, in contrast to the ruffling morphology observed for crawling cell fronts. Traction

forces point into the gap, and increases in magnitude as the wound size gets smaller. For a

fixed set of parameters, we find that a balance of purse-string and crawling mediated closure

results in faster wound healing (Fig 3.2g). To determine how the relative proportion of purse-

string and lamellipodia is optimized for rapid collective motion, we turned to examine how the

purse-string assembly rate (kp) regulates wound closure time for varying physical properties of

the cells, the underlying substrate, wound size and shape.
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3.4 Mixture of crawling and purse-string based motilities ac-

celerates wound closure independent of substrate rigidity

Since the speed of cell crawling and the magnitude of traction forces are sensitive to substrate

rigidity [71, 74], we first investigated the role of substrate stiffness on wound closure time. To

this end, we varied the substrate Young’s modulus, Es, and the purse-string assembly rate,

kp, for fixed physical properties of the tissue and the wound. We find that wound closure

time increases with Es for higher values of kp, but remained insensitive for crawling mediated

closure (Fig. 3.3a). Strikingly, there exists an optimum value of kp (corresponding to mixed

modality) for any value of Es, which results in minimum closure time (Fig. 3.3a). For fixed

kp, strain energy transmitted to substrate decreases monotonically with increasing stiffness

for Es > 0.5kPa (Fig. 3.3b) (see Methods for calculation details). For all values of Es and kp,

faster wound closure coincides with higher strain energy transmitted to the substrate, signifying

a positive correlation between energy cost and the speed of wound healing.

Our results agree with experimental findings that wound closure time is not sensitive to

changes in substrate stiffness for moderate to high rigidities [3, 11]. On very soft substrates

(< 500 Pa), our model predictions are inconsistent with experiments by Anon et al [68], who

showed that crawling-based migration fails to close wounds on very soft gels (∼ 100 kPa),

as lamellipodia do not form. This may be captured by implementing additional biochemical

feedback mechanisms between protrusive activity and substrate stiffness, beyond the scope of

our mechanical model.

As Es is increased, purse-string driven motion slows down. To quantify the dependence

of closure time on stiffness, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between wound

closure time and substrate stiffness for different modes of wound closure (Fig. 3.3c). We find

that purse-string based motility slows down with increasing stiffness, with a positive correlation

coefficient significantly different from zero (p-value < 0.05). In contrast, crawling based motility

and have the least significant correlation coefficient (p-value > 0.05).

The sensitivity of purse-string driven motility to substrate rigidity (Fig. 3.3a-c) can be

explained by a mechanical force balance argument (Figs. 3.3d-e). Purse-string driven contractile

forces drag the border cells into the gap, in competition with cortical tension retracting the
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Figure 3.3: Mechanosensitivity of wound closure. a-b Dependence of closure time (a)

and mean strain energy (b) for different values of substrate stiffness (Es) and kp. Starred cells

indicate the fastest wound closure for a given Es with varying kp (PS: kp = 1000 hr−1; C:

kp = 0). Each data point corresponds to the average of 5 simulations. c, Pearson’s correlation

coefficient, r, between closure time and substrate stiffness, for crawling (kp = 0), purse-string

(kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed (kp = 4 hr−1) modes of closure. The asterisk represents coefficients

significantly different from zero (p< 0.05); ** means p< 0.01, and *** means p< 0.001. For each

mode, n = 25. d-e, Schematic of purse-string driven (d) and crawling mediated (e) cell motility

on an elastic substrate. Blue arrows represent reaction force from the substrate, green (red)

arrows represent purse-string (protrusion) driving forces, and black arrows represent cortical

contractile forces. f : Effective friction from the substrate on the leading edge of the wound for

crawling (kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed (kp = 4 hr−1) modes of migration.

Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 5).
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rear cell edges. This results in a large net resistive force from the deforming elastic substrate

(Fig. 3.3d). By contrast, crawling cells pull the substrate backwards at the wound edge and

contractile forces pull the substrate forward at the cell rear (Fig. 3.3e). This dipole-like traction

pattern results in a net assistive force from the substrate, pointing towards direction of cell

crawling. During mixed mode of migration, a combination of net assistive and resistive forces

should therefore lead to the least sensitivity to substrate stiffness.

To test this hypothesis, we computed the net radial traction force, Fr, on the substrate un-

der the first row of cells at the wound edge. We then calculate the time-averaged ratio between

the radial force and the radial velocity, vr, of the wound edge, to obtain an effective friction

coefficient: µeff = 〈Fr/vr〉 (Fig. 3.3f). We find that µeff monotonically increases in magnitude

with increasing substrate stiffness (for all modes of migration), consistent with previous theo-

retical predictions [173]. For all values of substrate stiffness, purse-string motion leads to the

highest positive µeff, suggesting high resistance and sensitivity to substrate rigidity. Crawling

driven motility leads to negative µeff, indicative of assistive motion. By contrast, the mixed

mode of migration leads to the lowest magnitude of µeff, i.e. least drag from the substrate.

Aside from mechanosensitivity of different modes of wound closure, the driving force for

closure is expected to be strongly dependent on the relative proportion of purse-string and

crawling cells. Since actomyosin purse-string is a cable under tension, the driving force for

closure is proportional to the wound curvature. As a result, purse-string driven closure is

expected to be sensitive to the wound geometry [62, 163]. By contrast, crawling driven closure

has been found to reduce wound area at a constant speed [68]. Therefore, we sought to

investigate how the coaction of purse-string and crawling based motilities modulate collective

motion for varying wound morphologies.

3.5 Wound geometry regulates the optimum modality of col-

lective motion

For circular wounds of varying radii we recapitulate the experimental result that closure time

increases with wound radius (Fig. 3.4a) [68]. However, the optimum purse-string assembly rate

(kp) for fastest closure decreases with wound radius, such that closure time is highly sensitive
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to kp for larger wounds. This is because purse-string driven forces are higher near the end of

closure, and that purse-string force is low in the beginning of closure of a large wound. For

larger wound radii, an optimum mixture of purse-string and protrusive cell crawling leads to

fastest closure. We find that the average strain energy on the substrate increases monotonically

with wound radius for kp (Fig. 3.4b), but is more sensitive to wound size for purely crawling

mediated migration (kp = 0).

Next we simulated elliptical shaped wounds of fixed area but varying aspect ratios. We

find that regardless of the migratory mode, closure time decreases with increasing aspect ratio

(Fig. 3.4c). In addition, there exists an optimum value of kp for a given aspect ratio that leads

to minimal closure time. Thus, a mixed mode of closure is always the fastest, but isn’t much

faster than crawling mediated closure for high aspect ratio wounds. This is because crawling

cells advance at a constant speed perpendicular to the wound edge. Therefore only the short

axis distance must be crossed for the wound to close. For purse-string driven closure, the high

curvature ends of elliptical wounds move rapidly inwards, leading to faster closure than circular

shapes. At all values of aspect ratio, strain energy is inversely proportional to closure time

(Fig. 3.4d).

Since purse-string behaves as a contractile cable, then for wounds with concave morphologies

(positive curvatures), cells should be pulled away from the wound by the purse-string tension.

To investigate this we simulated concave wound shapes as in Ref. [163]. For varying degrees of

concavity (with fixed area), we observed that a mixed mode of closure leads to fastest wound

closure (Fig. 3.4e). To quantify the relationship between wound healing speed and curvature, we

measured the local velocity and curvature at the wound perimeter. We find that the purse-string

velocity is proportional to the curvature, crawling velocity is curvature-independent, while a

mixture of crawling and purse-string leads to faster collective motion, with velocity decreasing

with curvature (Fig. 3.4f). These findings quantitatively agree with experimental data [163].

Previous studies suggest the possibility that purse-string and lamellipodia-based migration

during wound healing can be geometrically coupled [11, 163, 166], such that the formation of

protrusive borders may be directly coupled to the assembly of purse-string cables on neigh-

bouring wound edges with opposite curvatures. Such a mechanism is not captured by a purely

stochastic transition between protrusive and contractile activities. To this end, we implemented
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Figure 3.4: Wound geometry regulates the optimum modality of collective migration.

a, Closure time for different values of wound radius and kp. b, Mean strain energy vs wound

radius for different values of kp. c, Closure time for different values of wound aspect ratio and

kp. d, Substrate strain energy as a function of wound aspect ratio and kp. e, Wound closure

time for concave wound shapes for crawling (kp = 0), purse-string (kp = 1000 hr−1), mixed

(kp = 4 hr−1) and curvature-sensing modes of closure. Error bars represent standard error of

mean (n = 5). f, Velocity against curvature during simulations of the right most shape in (e) for

crawling, purse-string and mixed modes of closure. g, Evolution of wound morphology during

closure by (i) pure crawling, (ii) pure purse-string, (iii) a combination of crawling and purse-

string, and (iv) curvature-dependent formation of purse-string. Colours progressively change

from black to red with increasing time.
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a model of curvature sensing motility of the wound leading edge, similar to Ref. [166], where

the switching between crawling and purse-string mechanisms is regulated by the local curvature

of the wound.

At each time step in the simulation, cells at the wound edge makes a decision to switch

its motility phenotype based on the local curvature of the wound edge. We calculate the

curvature of a wound edge cell as the inverse of the radius of a circle inscribed to that cell edge.

Curvature is defined as positive if the wound is convex (e.g. a circle), and negative otherwise.

If the curvature is above a threshold value, then the cell switches to a purse-string mode. If

the curvature is below the threshold value, then the cell moves by crawling. As a result, cells

typically start by crawling and switch to the purse-string mode as the wound shrinks in size,

consistent with experimental findings [11].

To determine the optimum value of the threshold curvature, we varied the threshold curva-

ture for switching to a purse-string mode, and computed the resultant wound closure time for

a given initial wound shape. The optimum threshold curvature is given by the curvature value

that minimizes wound closure time.

Based on this model, if the curvature of a cell’s leading edge is larger than a threshold curva-

ture, it contracts via purse-string. Otherwise, the cell moves via protrusive crawling (Methods).

We applied this model to wounds with non-uniform curvatures as in Fig. 3.4e. Consequently,

the convex regions move forward by crawling, whereas contractile purse-string cables assemble

in the concave regions. We find that for all three concave shapes in Fig. 3.4e, the curvature

sensing mechanism closes the wound at least as fast as in the mixed case with stochastic switch-

ing of motility modes (Fig. 3.4e-g). We note that the curvature-sensing mechanism may not

be applicable to the closure of undamaged epithelial gaps where purse-string cables do not

form [68].
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3.6 Optimum balance of protrusive and contractile cell activi-

ties promotes rapid wound healing via active stress relax-

ation

Our cell-based model predicts many differences in collective cell motility driven by contractile

and protrusive activities (Fig. 3.2-3.4). In particular, purse-string tension rounds the wound

edge and leads to solid-like, radial deformation of the tissue (Fig. 3.4f-inset). By contrast,

crawling cells ruffle the wound leading edge (Fig. 3.4g), suggestive of lack of guided motion.

To quantify differences in tissue deformation and their relationship to collective motion, we

measured the angle (θ) between cell centre velocity and the unit vector pointing towards the

wound centre (Fig. 3.5a). In purse-string driven closure (kp = 1000 hr−1), the angle distribution

shows a single peak at θ = 0, corresponding to radially inward deformation (Fig. 3.5b). By

contrast, crawling cells (kp = 0) have a wider distribution of angles, with secondary peaks at

θ = ±π (Fig. 3.5b), representing outward motion from cell neighbor exchanges (Fig. 3.5a).

To quantify the distributions, we define collective cell guidance, G, as the probability that a

cell moves towards the wound center: G=
∫ π/2
−π/2 P (θ)dθ, which monotonically increases with

increasing kp (Fig. 3.5c).

Since tissue deformation properties depend on cortical tension, cell contractility, and cell-

cell adhesions [80, 169, 174, 175], we investigate how cellular mechanical properties regulate

collective guidance (G). We can rewrite the mechanical energy of cells (Eq (3.1)) as:

Ei = K(Ai −A0)2 + Γ(Pi − P0)2 , (3.9)

where P0 = −γ/2Γ is the preferred cell perimeter. The non-dimensional shape parameter

p0 = P0/
√
A0 controls cell shape anisotropy and the emergent rigidity of confluent tissues [1].

Increasing p0 reduces cortical tension relative to cell-cell adhesions, which softens the tissue.

It has been shown that confluent tissues behave like a jammed solid for p0 < 3.81, whereas it

exhibits fluid-like behaviour for p0 > 3.81 [1]. Activity in the form of cell motility, division, or

death can fluidize tissues further by lowering the critical p0 for rigidity transition [27, 91, 110].

In our model, activity arises from self propulsion (v0), and cell crawling whose relative strength

is regulated by kp. We find that increasing p0 decreases G, regardless of kp (Fig. 3.5c). The
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Figure 3.5: Tension mediated cell guidance and active stress relaxation promotes

rapid wound healing. a, Definition of the angle θ between the cell center velocity and the

radial vector to wound center. Right: Representative cell velocity fields for crawling and purse-

string modes of closure. b, Probability density distribution for θ for crawling (kp = 0), purse-

string (kp = 1000 hr−1), and mixed (kp = 4 hr−1) modes of closure. c, Guidance parameter for

different values of shape parameter p0 and kp. d, Rate of T1 transitions in the wounded tissue

for varying p0 and kp. E: Closure time for different values of p0 and kp. Starred cells indicate

the fastest wound closure for a given p0.
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decrease in G with increasing p0 arises from an increased rate of cellular neighbour exchanges

(T1 transitions) that locally fluidizes the tissue (Fig. 3.5d). Surprisingly, for a fixed p0, T1 rates

in the wounded tissue is highest for intermediate values of kp, resulting in minimum closure time

(Fig. 3.5e). With higher p0, cells have a higher preferred perimeter, such that both contractile

and protrusive motilities experience lower mechanical resistance from tension in the border

cells. This enables a faster reduction in wound area as compared to rigid tissues with lower p0

(Fig. 3.5e).

These findings elucidate the mechanical basis for rapid collective migration via a mixture of

protrusive and contractile cell activities. Purse-string driven tension maximizes collective cell

guidance and leads to the lowest frequency of tissue rearrangements, such that cell movements

are impeded by mechanical resistance from the surrounding tissue. By contrast, purely crawling

motion exhibits the lowest collective guidance due to randomized protrusions of individual

cells at the wound leading edge. We find that an optimum mixture of crawling and purse-

string leads to intermediate collective guidance, while maximizing the frequency of local tissue

rearrangements (Fig. 3.5d). This mechanism of active fluidization enables tissues to locally relax

their mechanical stress, promoting rapid wound healing. When intercalations are disabled in

the model, tissue mechanical energy increases due to increase in cell elongation around the

wound. This results in cell jamming and slowing down of wound closure. Therefore, cell

intercalations, promoted by a mixture of contractile and protrusive forces, lead to efficient

wound closure by minimizing both tissue mechanical energy and wound closure time. Recent

experiments, however, suggest that cells may not necessarily try to minimize energy or closure

time during wound healing [3]. But rather, they tend to coordinate the assembly of diverse

actin architectures to conserve the amount of mechanical work done per unit time.

3.7 Testing the model with in vitro experimental data

Finally, we return to our motivating question and test the origin of power balance between

LP (lamellipodia) and PS (purse-string) wounds, in comparison to data collected by Ajeti,

Tabatabai et al [3]. We simulate the closure dynamics of an initially circularly shaped wound

for a range of purse string assembly rates, kps (0.50 - 2.00 h−1) and different values of substrate
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stiffness (Fig. 3.6a), and record strain energy on the substrate (Fig. 3.6b). We classify wound

repair as purse-string-dominant if the mean proportion of the wound perimeter covered by

purse string is greater than 50% (PS), and lamellipodia dominant (LP) if the purse string

coverage is less than 50%. When cell-substrate adhesion lifetimes vary between lamellipodial

and purse string cells such that 2.5 × kPSoff = kLPoff (Fig. 3.6e), mechanical measurements

are in quantitative agreement with the experimental data [3]. We find that the closure rate

increases with substrate stiffness for purse string closure, whereas lamellipodial closure rates

show no dependence on stiffness (Fig. 3.6c,f). Prolonged cell-substrate adhesion lifetimes on

purse string edges are necessary for sensitivity to substrate stiffness.

Our model allows us to investigate the role of contractile and protrusive motilities on wound

closure dynamics and traction forces generated on the substrate. We show that the energy

density of purse strings is higher than lamellipodial protrusion (Fig. 3.6g) and that the velocity

of protrusion is faster than the purse string (Fig. 3.6h), as found experimentally [3] (Fig. 4h,i).

Additionally, the invariance in effective power between the phenotypes is observed (Fig. 3.6i).

Interestingly, these results hold only if cell–substrate adhesions have a longer attachment time

for purse strings than for lamellipodial cells (Fig. 3.6j). Seen in both experiments [3] and

simulations, focal adhesion orientations differ between the two phenotypes, consistent with

previous results (Fig. 3.6k-m) [11]. The necessary asymmetry in adhesion lifetimes between

purse strings and lamellipodia required to maintain a constant effective power is consistent

with the experimentally measured asymmetry in focal adhesion size (Fig. 3.6n).

Since differential rates of attachment and detachment of focal adhesions will lead to differ-

ences in cell–substrate friction [176], we calculate the effective friction between the monolayer

and the substrate, given by the ratio of the forces along the leading edge to the velocity of closure

ξ = 〈|F |〉/v. Since the forces can be measured directly, our estimation is model-independent.

Consistent with the difference in focal adhesion size, we find that lamellipodial wounds exhibit

less friction than purse string wounds on 12.2 kPa substrates, a necessary consequence for the

balance of effective power (Fig. 3.6o). In agreement with experimental data [3], we find a

significantly higher effective friction for purse string simulations (Fig. 3.6o). Furthermore, by

varying kps we see that an increase in effective friction corresponds to an increase in wound

closure time [114].
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Figure 3.6: Differential friction is necessary to balance effective power. a, Simulation

images of wound healing over time, and schematic. Scale bar, 20 µm. b, Strain energy during

closure. c, Wound area over time. d, Strain energy (filled symbols, left axis), and and wound

closure velocity (open symbols, right axis). e, Probability density of focal adhesion lifetime for

LP (green) and PS (blue). Inset: equal unbinding rates gives equal lifetimes. f, Decay time τ1

as a function of substrate stiffness. g-i, Energy density, velocity and effective power for wounds

exhibiting either purse string or lamellipodial crawling. kLPoff > kPSoff for E = 4 kPa. j, The

effective power of wounds on an E = 4 kPa substrate is not balanced between LP and PS if

kLPoff = kPSoff . k-l, Vertex model and confocal image show focal adhesions for PS (k) and LP

(l). Scale bars, 10 µm. m, Histograms of experimental focal adhesion angular distributions.

n, Focal adhesion area for LP and PS. o, Experimentally and analytically calculated friction

for LP and PS. Error bars show standard deviation. a.u., arbitrary units. *, ** and *** stand

for p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. ns, not significant. Experimental data (c, d, k - o)

collected by Visar Ajeti and A Pasha Tabatabai et al, published in Ref. [3].
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3.8 Discussion

Using the F-actin cytoskeleton, tissues generate active forces, and the balance of these forces

against external loading and resistance is referred to as ‘tensional’ or ‘energy’ homeostasis [177,

178]. Previous studies have shown that to maintain mechanical homeostasis in cell colonies,

traction stresses localize to colony boundaries [179], and that the total elastic strain energy

increases linearly with the size of the colony [80, 175]. In addition, traction stresses localize

to the leading edge of migrating cell monolayers [11, 19]. Similarly, in wound healing, traction

stresses localize to the wound boundary and drive the elastic strain energy to decrease linearly

with time, potentially suggesting other dissipative effects, including shape fluctuations [110] and

loss of cells [127, 129]. However, the strain energy also decreases linearly with wound perimeter,

yielding a constant W/L within an experiment [3], suggestive of homeostatic regulation of

leading edge tension during the dynamics of closure. Whereas W/L varies with architecture

across experiments, the effective power does not, as the velocity is inversely related to the

energy density, and thus crawling and purse string compensate each other. This compensation

is regulated by substrate stiffness, actomyosin content and focal adhesion stability, which may

also be applicable to single-cell studies [180]. Together, the results presented here relate the

regulation of cytoskeletal machineries to the regulation of mechanical energy at tissue-scales.

Our cell-based computational model quantitatively captures a wide range of experimen-

tal trends including the patterns of collective cell motion and traction stress organization for

crawling and purse-string mediated wound closure (Fig. 3.2). We reproduced the experimen-

tally observed size-dependence of wound closure times, the curvature dependence of purse-string

velocity, and independence of cell crawl speeds to variations in wound morphology. We predict

that increasing aspect ratio of the wound speeds up closure as crawling cells can rapidly cross

the short axis of the wound, whereas purse-string cables can generate rapid movements on

regions of high curvature (Fig. 3.4).

Robust to variations in substrate and tissue mechanical properties, we find that an optimum

proportion of protrusive and contractile motilities accelerates wound closure. While purse-

string driven motion slows down on stiffer gels due to an increased resistance from drag on the

substrate, crawling driven migration is largely independent of substrate stiffness (Fig. 3.3). We

find that a mixed mode of collective migration is more efficient regardless of substrate stiffness.
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Robust to parameter variations, an increase in closure speed is associated with an increase in

the strain energy transmitted to the underlying substrate. As a result, migrating cells actively

dissipate more mechanical energy to their environment in order to speed up collective motion.

A source of active stress dissipation comes from cellular neighbour exchanges that locally

fluidize the tissue, resulting in faster wound closure (Fig. 3.5). These T1 transitions have

previously been observed in vivo, during wound closure in Drosophila embryo epidermis [127].

T1 transitions are also observed in our in vitro laser-ablation experiments on MDCK monolayers,

where the number of cells at the wound edge decreases over time via wound edge intercalations.

In our model, the mechanism of active fluidization via intercalation is promoted by a mixture of

protrusive and contractile activities of wound edge cells, and reduced contractility or increased

cell-cell adhesion in the bulk of the tissue. The ability to actively remodel an elastic tissue,

coupled with tension-driven collective cell guidance, constitute the two key mechanisms for rapid

directed motion in adherent environments. While the stress relaxation mechanism in our model

comes only from cell neighbour exchanges, other dissipative mechanisms can also be triggered

by mechanical forces including cell shape fluctuations [130], cell division [181] or cell death [182].

In these cases, our prediction will remain very similar, with the rate of cell movement into free

space augmented by the sum of relaxation rates of various dissipation modes [27]. A future

challenge is to identify the molecular pathways that activate distinct stress relaxation modes

during tissue development and regeneration.

3.9 Outlook

In this chapter, I present a model for wound healing in tissues adherent to substrates. At

the wound edge, we assume that the cells stochastically, and irreversibly, switch between cell

crawling and purse-string contraction modes. Experimentally, though, it may be observed

that the two architectures coexist within the same cell, as in Fig. 3.1a, where the lamellipodia

protrudes in front of the cell but an actin cable exists behind it. Both architectures share

the same pool of actin, thus an interesting question is how cells optimise their allocation of

resources for fast closure speeds. It appears that while the lamellipodia leads the purse-string,

it is the main driver of cell motion. In this case, assembling a purse-string may reduce closure
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rates at the short term but provide rapid motion later on once the wound becomes small. Some

interesting ideas to explore would be how this purse-string behind the cell front affects closure,

under what conditions it become the leading edge, and how cells optimise purse-string assembly

while disassembling its lamellipodia.

It is also shown that tissues exert a fixed amount of power at the wound edge during

gap closure, in part due to differential adhesion. It then raises the question of how power is

maintained during closure without adhesion, for example, purse-string closure of wounds over

non-adherent gaps [62]. The increased friction under purse-string edges slows down motion

of the edge and increases the energy per unit length, so another question maybe why cell-

substrate adhesion is increased under purse-string edges compared to crawling edges. Finally,

we know that power is maintained, but how is this level of power determined? How do different

perturbations to the cells, say reducing myosin activity, affect the power exerted, and does this

correlate with changes in closure time?
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Cell

Area elastic modulus, K 0.2 nN µm−3

Preferred area, A0 100 µm2

Preferred perimeter, P0 36 µm

Contractile tension, Γ 20 nN µm−1

T1 threshold edge length, L∗ 1 µm

Protrusion force, fp 2 µN

Internal motility, v0 10 µm hr−1

Rotational diffusion, Dr 5 hr−1

Substrate

Node density in the spring mesh 0.6 µm−2

Young’s modulus, Es 4 kPa

Poisson’s ratio, ν 1/3

Friction, µ 7.2× 103 nN µm−1s−1

Thickness, hs 5 µm

Adhesion stiffness, kf 80 nN µm−1

Adhesion unbinding rate, koff 25 hr−1

Adhesion binding rate, kon 500 hr−1

Wound

Radius 15 µm

Aspect ratio 1

Purse-string line tension, γps 300 nN

Purse-string transition rate, kp 4 hr−1

Other

Simulation timestep 3.6 s

Cell count 150

Table 3.1: Default Parameter Values
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Part III

Mechanics of force transmission in

epithelial tissues
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Chapter 4

Force transmission in epithelial cell

colonies

Mechanical interactions at cell-cell interfaces and between cells and the extracellular matrix

(ECM) play pivotal roles in tissue organization [183], developmental morphogenesis [184], wound

repair [11], and cancer invasion [13]. These collective cell behaviours rely on long-range trans-

mission of mechanical forces, tightly coordinated by mechanical cell-cell coupling and biochem-

ical signalling [15]. The maintenance of the balance between cell-cell and cell-ECM mechanical

forces is essential for tissue cohesiveness and for cooperative cell movement in swirls, packs,

and clusters during many developmental processes. However, little is known about the relative

roles of cell motility and intercellular mechanical coupling in coordinating mechanical stress

transmission and relaxation across tissue scales.

Forces generated by molecular motors are transmitted by the actin cytoskeleton and to

neighbouring cells via cadherin-based adhesions or to the ECM via integrin-based focal adhe-

sions. The predominant mechanism of cell force generation occurs via the activity of myosin

II on actin filaments, collectively known as the actomyosin cytoskeleton, to generate contrac-

tile forces. The actomyosin cytoskeleton, in turn, applies active contractile forces at the sites

of integrin-based cell-ECM adhesions. Several studies have implicated that the mechanical

cross-talk between actomyosin contractility and cell-cell and cell-ECM adhesions [147, 185–187]

can regulate cell traction forces, cell shape changes, and cellular motile behaviour. Research
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has shown how epithelial colonies with strong cell-cell coupling can propagate traction stresses

across multicellular length scales [20, 80, 175]. In the absence of strong intercellular adhesions,

cell traction stresses are primarily localized to cell-cell interfaces [80]. While cadherin-based

cell-cell forces have been shown to modify traction stress organization and contractility of static

epithelial monolayers, we lack a quantitative predictive model for how intercellular tension is

propagated to the ECM in highly motile cell colonies with diverse geometries. Progress is lim-

ited by the lack of a robust model system that allows precise determination of mechanical forces

under controlled environmental conditions, which can be used to build quantitatively accurate

cross-scale physical models. Here we address this challenge using a computational model that

enables multiscale analysis of epithelial mechanics with precise control over cell density, cellular

adhesive and motile properties, ECM mechanics, and geometry.

Using a combination of traction force microscopy (TFM) [188] and micropatterning on

Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cell colonies, Schaumann et al [4] showed that cellular

traction forces can vary widely in magnitude and spatial organization for the same geometry

and composition of the colony. For MDCK colonies with peripheral localization of traction

stresses, the cell colonies recapitulate results previously reported for single adherent cells [189]

and strongly adherent cell colonies [175]. In this case, the colony behaves like a macroscopic

contractile medium, and its overall mechanical output can be accurately described using a

previously developed continuum model [190].

However, this model is inadequate to describe traction stress organization in colonies with

highly motile cells, where cell traction forces are distributed throughout the colony interior. To

this end, we develop an active vertex model for motile epithelial cell colonies adherent to a soft

elastic substrate. In contrast to purely mechanical vertex models [90], our approach accounts

for the changes in cell shape and adhesion that occur during cell motion. In quantitative

agreement with experiments, our cell-based model predicts a relationship between individual cell

motility and traction stress localization in large colonies. Furthermore, our model successfully

predicts how colony traction patterns can be modulated by internal cell events such as division,

polarized motility, and collective rotations. Thus, we propose a robust quantitative framework

for multiscale analysis that allows us to predict the regulation of mechanical stress transmission

from the single-cell to tissue level.
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4.1 Colonies with same geometry vary widely in the spatial

organization of traction stresses

In Schaumann et al [4], MDCK cells were used as a model system for tissue mechanics. Seeding

MDCK cells on collagen-coated TFM substrates yields isolated colonies of 10-100 cells. While

colonies tend to be circular, they can achieve a variety of shapes due to spontaneous motions

and stresses within the colony. Previously, the roles of geometry in controlling traction stresses

in isolated cells has been recognised [189]. To control colony shape, Schaumann et al employed

identical micropatterning techniques for collagen deposition on TFM substrates. As MDCK

cells do not adhere to polyacrylamide (PAA) gels, this constrained cell attachment only to

areas defined by the collagen micropatterns.

Surveying a large number of model colonies, it was observed that colonies tended to dis-

tribute traction stresses in one of two ways. In some cases, traction stress peaks that are

confined to the colony periphery and are oriented inward and perpendicular to the colony edge

(Fig. 4.1a, left and middle). The second mode of distribution has significant stress peaks in

the colony interiors as well as on the periphery (Fig. 4.1b, left and middle). Traction vectors

associated with this pattern also display a greater variation in their orientation relative to the

colony border (Fig. 4.1b, middle). In both cases the vector sum of all forces throughout the

colony is small, less than 10% of the total strain energy, indicating that the traction forces are

balanced across the cell island.

To quantify the extent of peripheral localization of stresses, the same annular analysis

procedure used in Mertz et al. [175] was employed, to plot strain energy density as a function of

distance from the colony edge. Each cell colony was dovided into a series of concentric contours

with width x, which followed the shape of the colony outline such that the ring associated with

distance ∆ covers every point with a distance between ∆ and ∆+x. Because the TFM analysis

yields traction footprints with widths on the order of several microns, negative ∆ values were

included to capture stresses that are exerted outside of the border. The strain energy of each

region is calculated by taking the dot product of the traction force with the displacement, and

obtained the strain energy density by dividing this quantity by the area of the region. To better

compare results from several colonies, strain energy is normalized to its value at ∆ = 0. The
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Figure 4.1: The traction stress distribution in epithelial colonies can vary widely for

the same geometry. a, A colony with traction stresses localized at the colony periphery.

Left, the shapes of cells and the overall pattern shape visualized with the membrane marker

Stargazin-GFP, scale bar = 25 µm. Middle, traction stress heatmap for the colony at left—the

colony shape is outlined in white. Right, strain energy density as a function of ∆, the distance

from the colony border, normalized to the value at ∆ = 0. The peak at or near ∆ = 0 is the

defining feature of colonies with peripheral stress localization. Right, inset, schematic of the

procedure used to generate strain energy density profiles. b, A colony with a higher proportion

of internal traction stresses. Left - right: cell and colony shapes visualized with Stargazin-GFP,

traction heatmap showing stresses localized to hot spots distributed throughout the colony

interior, strain energy density profile that increases with ∆. Data collected by Erik Schaumann

and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4].
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resulting plots provide a quantitative profile of traction stress localization relative to the colony

edge. Peripherally localized colonies have a maximum value at or near ∆ = 0, with the strain

energy density rapidly decaying further into the interior (Fig. 4.1a, right). For colonies with

sizable tractions throughout the interior, strain energy density at ∆ = 0 is not necessarily the

maximum, and the profile does not decay near the center of the colony (Fig. 4.1b, right).

4.2 Mechanical output of colonies with peripheral localization

of traction stresses are identical to single cells

MDCK colonies with peripherally localized traction stresses bore striking resemblance with

previously reported traction stress patterns for adherent single cells [189] and strongly co-

hesive keratinocyte colonies [175] that are well described by a continuum model [190, 191].

The model describes adherent cell clusters as a homogeneous and isotropic elastic medium,

ignoring all fine-grained details regarding of individual cell mechanics and subcellular cy-

toskeletal architectures (Fig. 4.2a). The mechanical energy of the cell colony is given by

E = 1
2h
∫
σijuijdA + 1

2Y
∫

u2dA + fmP
2. The first term in the equation characterizes the

energy arising from the elastic stress tensor of the cell, which is decomposed as the sum of two

parts: σij = σaδij + σelij , an active contractile stress and an elastic stress, respectively. In this

model, σa represents the bulk contractility acting per unit area of the cell and σel represents

the elastic contribution of colony stress tensor, whose constitutive relation is governed by

σelij =
Ycell

2(1 + ν)

(
2ν

1− 2ν
ukkδij + 2uij

)
. (4.1)

In this equation, Ycell is the colony Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio. The second

term in the energy describes the energetic cost due to adhesions with the elastic substrate,

where Y is an effective substrate rigidity related to the substrate stiffness and focal adhesion

strength, given by Y = 1
Y −1
a +Y −1

s
for adhesion stiffness Ya and substrate stiffness Ys. The third

term represents a uniform contractile line tension around the colony border, proportional to the

perimeter, fmP , which is necessary to capture stress localizing to regions of high curvature. This

model successfully characterized the traction stress magnitude and localization in approximately

circular colonies of keratinocytes and of circular single cells [80, 175, 189].
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This model includes three tunable parameters, Ycell, σa, and fm, with inputs of colony shape

(with area A and perimeter P ), colony height h, Poisson ration ν, and substrate rigidity Y .

The resultant colony shape in steady state is determined by minimizing the total mechanical

energy of the adherent colony. The traction stresses T can then be obtained by T = Y u, where

Y is the effective substrate rigidity defined above and u is the cell displacement field. The

values for Ycell, and fm were obtained by sweeping a range of values around the values that

were previously reported for single cells [189], Ecell = 6.8 kPa, σa = 780 Pa, and fm = 0.3

nN/µm. The resulting traction stresses were compared with experimental results on the basis

of strain energy, maximum traction stress, and the spatial extent of traction stress localization

to curved regions for each geometry. The reported values were the closest to the experimental

results in all three categories.

This isotropic homogeneous model was sufficient to capture traction stress localization in

circularly shaped cells and colonies, where traction stresses spread out evenly along the pe-

riphery [175, 192]. When individual cells are constrained to non-circular adhesive geometries,

traction stresses are constrained to regions of high curvature, and an edge contractility param-

eter was needed for the model to capture the experimental results [189]. The extent to which

similar traction stress localization would also occur in non-circular model epithelial colonies

remained unknown.

To test whether predictions of this continuum mechanical model were consistent with cell

colonies of arbitrary geometries, Schaumann et al [4] used micropatterning to create 8000 µm2

stadium-shaped patterns, with radii of curvature of the ends that span from 17.5 to 47.5 µm. For

these experiments, they used zonula occludens-1/2 double knockdown (ZO-1/2 dKD) MDCK

cells [193, 194], which display stronger peripheral localization than their wild-type counterparts.

For each adhesion geometry, they acquired phase-contrast images of the cells (Fig. 4.2b) and

measure traction stresses transmitted to the substrate. For each geometry, they measured the

traction stresses of multiple colonies and calculated the time-averaged stress field (Fig. 4.2c).

This revealed that traction stresses are localized to regions of curvature for the model colonies,

with the traction vectors oriented inward and perpendicular to the colony edge, similarly to

what has been observed for single cells [189].

Using the continuum model, we parametrized the elastic modulus for the colony (6.8 kPa),
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the colony edge line tension (0.3 nN/µm), and active contractile stress (780 Pa) required to

recapitulate the traction stress distribution (Fig. 4.2d) and strain energy (Fig. 4.2e) of colonies

with varied geometry. Consistent with our previous findings for single cells, we found that the

total mechanical work (strain energy) of the colony is independent of the colony geometry for a

constant area (Fig. 4.2e). Further, we established that the mechanical work is independent of

the cell number density (Fig. 4.2f). This indicates that the tissue-scale mechanical properties

that can be described with the continuum model are determined by the global tissue shape

and mechanical properties and are independent of cell-scale properties such as their shapes and

density.

To demonstrate the applicability of this continuum model to epithelial colonies of arbitrary

geometries, we tested its utility in predicting force localization of an unconstrained colony. In

Fig. 4.2g, phase contrast (left) and traction force (middle) measurement of a small colony con-

taining four MDCK cells are shown, chosen for its highly extended shape. Traction stresses

are localized at the periphery, and are further concentrated in small, high-curvature regions.

Using the parameter values benchmarked from the micropattern and TFM experiments, the

continuum mechanical model successfully predicts the spatial localization and magnitude of

the traction stresses for this colony shape (Fig. 4.2g, right). Thus, colonies with peripheral

localization of traction stresses with varying geometries are well characterized by a continuum

model that has a bulk contractility and an edge tension, similarly to what has been observed

previously for single cells [189]. Taken together, these results suggest a regime in which ad-

herent cell colonies exhibit identical mechanical behaviour as single cells, such that its global

mechanical output is independent of individual cell properties.

4.3 Active adherent vertex model for traction stress prediction

in dynamic epithelial colonies

The experimental data suggest another regime for mechanical force transmission in colonies,

where traction stresses are distributed throughout the colony interior (Fig. 4.1b). One un-

derlying mechanism of interior stresses arises from reduced cell-cell coupling [80]. However,

we sought to explore the extent to which cell motion within a confluent tissue could underlie
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Figure 4.2: For colonies with peripheral localization of traction stress, a continuum

mechanical model quantitatively captures traction stress distribution. a, Schematic

of the continuum mechanical model. b, Phase contrast images of ZO-1/2 dKD MDCK cells

in stadium-shaped micropatterns of constant area and varying radii of curvature. c, Average

traction stress heatmaps for constant area colonies. d, Continuum model results for given colony

geometries. e, Colony strain energy against micropattern radius of curvature. f, Strain energy

against cell density. g, Traction stress organization in unconstrained MDCK colonies can also

be described by the continuum model. Left to right, phase contrast, experimental traction map,

and continuum model traction map images for an adherent colony on an unpatterned substrate.

All scale bars = 25 µm. Data collected by Erik Schaumann, Margaret Gardel, and Shiladitya

Banerjee, published in Ref. [4]. 96



interior traction localization. To predict traction stress localization in dynamic colonies, we

use the previously described active adherent vertex model (AAVM) for predicting mechanical

stresses in adherent cell colonies (see chapter 3). This approach allows explicit control over

the dynamic mechanical properties of individual cells, which are not accessible by a continuum

description of colony mechanics. In contrast to purely mechanical cell-resolution vertex mod-

els [1, 90, 91, 108, 109] or cellular Potts models [88, 195], AAVM explicitly accounts for the

coupling between mechanical forces that drive cell motion and the kinetics of cell-matrix adhe-

sion binding/unbinding, active cell motility from cell protrusions, retractions, and cell polarity

fluctuations (Fig. 4.3a). We model the cell colony as a confluent two-dimensional monolayer,

where the geometry of each cell is described by a polygon (Fig. 4.3a). To allow the formation

of curved cell shapes, we subdivide the cell contour into several linear segments. Physical in-

teractions between cells are modelled following the vertex model for epithelial tissues, whose

mechanical energy arises from cellular elasticity, cortical tension, cell-cell adhesion, and acto-

myosin contractility [90].

The soft elastic substrate is modelled by a triangular mesh of harmonic springs, which are

anchored to cell vertices via stiff springs (Fig. 4.3a), representing focal adhesion complexes.

The cell-substrate adhesions bind and unbind stochastically at fixed rate constants. We model

the confining effect of the micropattern by disallowing adhesions outside a predefined geometry

of the substrate. Cells in the interior of the colony move with a speed v0 in the direction of its

polarity (Materials and Methods). Cells on the boundary of the colony assemble protrusions at

their external edges, which push the cell vertices forward that subsequently bind and pull on

the substrate. Each cell vertex evolves in time following an overdamped equation of motion,

where the cell vertex velocity is proportional to forces resulting from total mechanical energy

of the colony, cell-substrate adhesions and active cellular motility.

Because cells spread over adherent areas and cannot adhere outside of patterned area, cells

on the border of the colony can display three distinct types of motion. In the spreading phase,

when the cells are fully contained in the pattern the cell polarity points outwards to spread

most efficiently. Once the cell reaches the edge of the pattern its polarity vector undergoes

Brownian motion with a Gaussian white noise as in the bulk. Once a cell center goes outside

of the pattern the cell begins a retreat phase, where its polarity will instead point into the bulk
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in order to return to the adherent region. These three types of movement ensure that the cells

try to maximize spreading on the micropattern without going outside of it.

Model implementation

The model is implemented as detailed in Chapter 3. Each simulation is run for 5 hours, or 10000

time steps. Statistics, such as mean strain energy, traction stress decay length, intercalation

rates, and traction stress maps are all averaged over time. Strain energy density as a function

of distance is calculated from data at each time point.

Simulation parameters

The table below lists the default simulations parameters, which are used unless explicitly stated,

such as using different micropattern curvatures in Fig. 4.3. Where possible, approximate pa-

rameter values were taken from experiments, such as cell area, cell count, micropattern size and

shape, substrate stiffness. The preferred shape index was chosen to be close to that of regular

hexagons, below the critical value, allowing us to study the effects of cell shape on fluidity near

the solid-fluid boundary value.

Surface Evolver uses dimensionless units, so we non-dimensionalize lengths by the length

scale of a typical cell, L∗, forces by a force scale F ∗ = KL∗3, and time by time scale T ∗ when

implementing the model.

Next, we fit the cell area elasticity, contractility, protrusive forces and focal adhesion pa-

rameters to the traction forces generated by the static cells colonies. We compare the traction

force magnitudes and spatiotemporal dynamics: in experiments traction forces localized to the

colony periphery but would fluctuate in magnitude over time. Lower the adhesion unbinding

rate would give a more uniform traction stress around the boundary, while a higher unbinding

rate would give more localized patches of traction force on the periphery. An additional con-

tractile tension, γext, is added to cell edges at the colony boundary to account for the absence

of cell-cell adhesions. Finally, the simulation time scale, cell internal motility speeds, and rota-

tional diffusion of cell polarity were fit to match cell trajectories, and cell crawl speeds in the

static case.
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Results

By benchmarking the physical parameters of AAVM we successfully captured the experimental

behaviour for cohesive cell colonies in Fig. 4.3, as well as single cells. To this end, we set the in-

ternal motility speed, v0, of the cells to be comparable to the low motility speed for ZO-1/2 dKD

MDCK cells. In quantitative agreement with TFM experiments and the continuum model, we

find that traction stresses localize around the curved periphery of the cell colony. Furthermore,

as the radius of curvature decreases, the local traction stresses increase in magnitude as they

are concentrated in a smaller region (Fig. 4.3b). By measuring the strain energy density as a

function of distance from the colony edge, we find that most strain energy is applied around

the periphery of the micropattern, which decays with distance from the edge of the colony

(Fig. 4.3b). While the magnitude of local traction stresses changes with curvature, the model

captures the experimental result that the total strain energy is independent of pattern curvature

(Fig. 4.3c). With this same set of parameters, our model accurately predicts the linear depen-

dence of the total strain energy on the colony area, as observed for single cells and cohesive

colonies [175, 189]. By altering the preferred cell area for a fixed area of the micropattern, we

can control the number density of cells in a given colony. As a result, we found that the colony

strain energy is independent of cell number density (Fig. 4.2d), in quantitative agreement with

our experimental data (Fig. 4.2f).

4.4 Enhanced cell motility promotes traction stress localization

in the colony interior

Since AAVM explicitly accounts for individual cell properties, including tension, adhesion, and

motility, we sought to investigate how the interplay between active cell motility and intercellular

mechanical coupling regulates stress transmission in the colony. Motile behaviour of cells can

be induced by increasing the magnitude of the self-propulsion speed, v0, or by inducing fluid

behaviour of the colony. Fluidity can be induced by lowering the effective mechanical tension

at cell interfaces by either decreasing cortical tension or by increasing cell-cell adhesion energy.

It was recently shown that increase in cell shape anisotropy can reduce the effective tension

at cell interfaces, leading to fluidization of a jammed tissue [1]. Cell shape anisotropy can
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be characterized by the dimensionless preferred shape index, p0 (see introduction). While

the molecular mechanisms regulating changes in p0 remain to be characterized, here we treat

p0 as a control parameter that tunes tissue fluidity by promoting local cell movement and

mechanical stress relaxation by cellular neighbour exchanges. Tissue fluidity can be further

increased by increasing cell self-propulsion velocity, which increases the propensity of cell-cell

rearrangements [110].

As we increase cell motility (by increasing v0) and tissue fluidity (by increasing p0), we

observe that higher traction stresses are generated in the colony interior (Fig. 4.4a). This leads

to delocalization of strain energy away from the colony periphery (Fig. 4.4b) and appears in

correlation with enhanced cell movement (Fig. 4.4c). To quantify the dependence of traction

stress distribution on cell motility, we systematically varied the self-propulsion speed, v0, and

the cell shape index, p0. Over all simulations, we find that the decay length λ of traction

stresses from the periphery in relation to cell motility increases monotonically as the mean

instantaneous velocity of the cells increases (Fig. 4.4d). This quantity is obtained by fitting an

exponential function to strain energy density profiles obtained from the earlier annular analysis:

SE = Ae
−∆
λ . The resulting decay constant provides a length scale over which the strain energy

decreases with distance from the colony border, such that a higher value corresponds to a higher

proportion of interior stresses. Increasing either the self-propulsion speed or the cell shape index

also leads to an increase in the frequency of cellular neighbour exchanges or intercalation rates

(Fig. 4.4e). This increased rate of cell intercalations exhibits a positive correlation with higher

internal motility and lower strain energy localization at the colony periphery.

Experimental results from Schaumann et al [4] confirmed the model predictions regarding

the relationship between individual cell motility and peripheral traction stress localization.

Working under the hypothesis that more motile, fluidized colonies may feature more spatially

disperse traction stresses, we quantified the relationship between cell motility speed and traction

stress organization using the traction stress decay length, λ. We found the average decay length

for movies of several colonies, ranging in size from 8000 to 20,000 µm2, and found that an

increase in cell speed was correlated with a higher decay length (Fig. 4.4f, left panel). We

thus experimentally validated the theoretical prediction that traction stress dispersion should

accompany enhanced cell motility (Fig. 4.4f, right panel).
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Figure 4.4: Increased cell motility promotes strain energy localization throughout

the cell colony. a, Time-averaged traction stress maps, b averaged strain energy density

normalized by the boundary value, and c cell trajectory plots for low motility cells, v0 = 1.0

µm/min, p0 = 3.4 (top), medium motility cells, v0 = 1.5 µm/min, p0 = 3.8, (middle), and high

motility cells, v0 = 4.2 µm/min, p0 = 3.4, (bottom). Scale bar represents 50 µm. d, Traction

stress decay length λ and e, rate of cell neighbour exchanges (intercalations) for varying cell

motility speed and cell shape index. f, Mean vell motility against strain energy decay length

for experiments, and simulations, using each simulation used in (d). Experimental data (f)

collected by Erik Schaumann and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4].102



4.5 Active cell behaviours coordinate localized stress produc-

tion modes

Our bottom-up computational model and experiments enable us to bridge the gap between

single cell dynamics and multicellular mechanical output in adhesive micropatterns. Using this

integrative approach, we related the collective modes of traction stress generation in epithelial

colonies with the motile and adhesive behaviours of individual cells. To further apply the

predictive power of the AAVM in understanding heterogeneous force transmission in epithelial

colonies, we examined two frequently occurring active processes: cell division within a monolayer

(Fig. 4.5), and spontaneous rotational motion of a colony (Fig. 4.6). In a typical mitosis event

occurring within a colony, there is significant lateral constriction that occurs prior to a cell

division (Fig. 4.5a). We further observed that traction stresses gradually reorganize to the

region around the mitotic cell (Fig. 4.5b, left three panels) and dissipate after cytokinesis

(Fig. 4.5b, right two panels). This result, while limited spatially by the finite resolution of

the TFM analysis, is concordant with published results for single cells [196]. This provides an

active mechanism of stress relaxation and movement that locally fluidizes the colony.

To capture this behavior in AAVM, we implemented the mechanics of cell division in four

steps: 1) a growth phase, where the preferred area of the dividing cell is doubled (highlighted in

red in Fig. 4.5c); 2) a cell rounding phase, where an increased line tension on the cell periphery

enable cells to adopt a circular shape; 3) a constriction phase, where an increased tension at the

cell equator results in ingression of the cleavage furrow, around which large traction stresses

localize (Fig. 4.5d); and 4) a splitting phase, where the constricting cell separates into two

daughter cells (Fig. 4.5c). Following cell division, the two daughter cells relax their mechanical

energies, which results in traction stress dissipation as the cell shapes reach their equilibrium

configurations (Fig. 4.5d). This example illustrates how the active vertex model can be used to

capture active stress generation and relaxation due to localized cell shape changes. In particular,

local increases in contractility required to change cell shape prior to division are balanced by

localized traction stresses generated by neighbouring cells.

Next, we examined the dynamic reorganization of traction stresses in colonies undergoing

spontaneous rotational motions. The ability of epithelial cells to undergo collective rotations
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Figure 4.5: Traction stress localization during cell rounding and division. a, Stargazin-

GFP images showing a cell (outlined in white) contracting and dividing. b, Traction maps

corresponding to (a). As the cell contracts, traction stresses are exerted just exterior to the

mitotic cell, directed inward toward the plane of division. Once the cell finishes dividing, the

stresses begin to dissipate. c, Cell shapes during a simulated mitotic event in the vertex model

for a low-motility cell colony, v0 = 0.5 µm/min, p0 = 3.6. The dividing cell is highlighted in

red. Full details of the cell division implementation are given in the Methods. d, Traction

maps corresponding to (c). All scale bars = 10 µm. Experimental data (a - b) collected by

Erik Schaumann and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [4].
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has been proposed to play an important role in acinus formation, tissue polarity, and embryo-

genesis [197]. As reported previously [94, 198, 199], small colonies of epithelial cells can often

show spontaneous collective rotational motion, with few internal rearrangements (Fig. 4.6a).

The limited number of internal rearrangements corresponds to high cohesiveness (low p0), which

is essential for efficient transmission of contact guidance cues from peripheral to interior cells.

Based on our findings in Fig. 4.4e, lower fluidity (low p0) would promote a higher degree of

peripheral stress localization. Instead, our traction force measurements show abundant internal

traction stresses (Fig. 4.6b).

To recapitulate coordinated cell motion, we simulated a cohesive cell colony with low internal

motility (v0 = 60µmh−1, p0 = 3.6), where the cell polarity vectors now align with cell center

velocities and are repelled by the pattern boundary. The polarity of cell i follows the equation

of motion
dθi
dt

=
1

τv
(θvi − θi) + ξ, (4.2)

where τv is the timescale for alignment with the velocity, θvi is the angle of the velocity of the

cell center, and ξ is a Guassian white noise. Cells on the edge of the colony that are more than

a cell radius away from the border attempt to move by aligning towards the border:

dθi
dt

=
1

τv
(θvi − θi) +

1

τb
(θouti − θi) + ξ, (4.3)

where τb is the timescale for alignment due to boundary effects, and θouti is the angle pointing

towards the border. Similarly, cells that move outside of the pattern will attempt to move back

in:
dθi
dt

=
1

τv
(θvi − θi) +

1

τb
(θouti + π − θi) + ξ. (4.4)

The result of this equation is that cells will align with their neighbors, but the pattern will

confine their motion, which can result in coordinated rotation of the colony.

The interplay between polarity alignment with local motion and confinement within the

pattern results in a coordinated spontaneous rotational motion of the colony (Fig. 4.6c). In

the simulations, we find large internal traction stresses localize as the colony coherently rotates

(Fig. 4.6d). These stresses are subsequently dissipated as the cell polarity vectors change

in direction during synchronized rotation. This underscores that internal traction stresses
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Figure 4.6: Internal traction stresses form during colony rotation. a, Stargazin-GFP

images of a colony on a circular pattern (radius of curvature = 47.5 µm) rotating counterclock-

wise about the pattern center. Curved arrow indicates direction of motion. b, Traction maps

corresponding to (a). c, Cell shapes during rotation simulated by the vertex model, for high

motility, v0 = 1.5 µm / min, p0 = 3.8. Blue arrows show the direction of cell motion. Cell

polarities align with cell velocity with time scale min and turn away from the micropattern

boundary with time scale min. d, Traction maps corresponding to (c). All scale bars = 25

µm. Experimental data (a-b) collected by Erik Schaumann and Margaret Gardel, published in

Ref. [4].
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can result from coordinated movement due to long-range transmission of mechanical cues by

adhesive epithelial cells.

4.6 Discussion

Our work established the relative roles of cell motility and cell-cell interactions on force trans-

mission in multicellular colonies. Through integration of experimental data with bottom-up and

top-down modelling approaches, we have shown that colony geometry, contractility, cell shape

changes, and active motion of constituent cells can profoundly alter the spatial organization

of mechanical stresses transmitted to the extracellular matrix. These results provide a robust

framework to characterize the role of cell density, motility, geometrical, and mechanical cues on

collective cell behaviour in adhesive environments.

Experimental results from Schaumann et al [4] indicate that epithelial colonies organize

traction stresses either peripherally or internally (Fig. 4.1) depending on the motile and adhesive

behaviours of individual cells. For cohesive cell colonies exhibiting strong peripheral localization

of traction stresses. Consistent with previous results in keratinocytes [175], it was found that

internal stresses counterbalance in strongly coherent and immobile colonies of cells such that

traction stresses become localized to the periphery (Fig. 4.2). The resultant mechanical work

performed by the colony on the substrate is independent of the colony shape or cell density but

is proportional to changes in the colony spread area. These findings are consistent with the

physical model of a colony described by a characteristic contractility (Fig. 4.2a,d).

Continuum models that treat the multicellular colony as a uniform contractile medium [175]

capture this peripheral localization for circular shaped colonies. In previous work on single

adherent cells [189], we found that an additional edge contractility was required to capture

the traction localization to regions of high curvatures for cells of arbitrary shapes. Here, we

find that peripheral contractility is also needed to describe the distribution of traction stresses

in multicellular colonies of arbitrary shapes. This edge contractility, characterized by a line

tension, naturally arises due to the absence of cell-cell adhesion at free edges, resulting in

traction stress localization to regions of curvature. However, this model was insufficient to

describe the mechanics of cohesive colonies with sizeable tractions in the interior that fluctuated
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in space and time (Fig. 4.1b). This necessitated a cell-based model, AAVM, that accounts for

individual cell activity, motility, shape, and mechanics (Fig. 4.3a).

While previous work showed that traction stress localization within the colony interior could

be explained by loss of cell cohesion [80], here instead the cells remained cohesive over time,

exhibiting local dynamic behaviours. Schaumann et al [4] observed that cells within colonies

tend to move, exchange neighbours, and change their individual shapes. We therefore developed

a new active adherent vertex model that allowed us to capture the dynamic properties of these

adherent colonies. By coupling the AAVM to an elastic substrate, we predicted that internal cell

motility leading to effective tissue fluidization resulted in a high degree of internal localization

of traction stresses (Fig. 4.4). This result was confirmed by our experimental data that showed

that the length scale for traction stress penetration increased with increasing cell motility

(Fig. 4.4f). Our model also captures the traction stress field around a motile cell traversing the

colony, which likely arises from weakening of cell-cell adhesions.

Aside from motility driven fluidization, traction stress fluctuations in the bulk of cohesive

colonies also occurred due to cell division and rotations. Contractility-driven shape changes

in dividing cells can locally accumulate traction stresses. These stresses are subsequently dis-

sipated following daughter cell separation once cell-cell cohesion is established (Fig. 4.5). We

also found traction stress dispersion in colonies with low internal motility but where there was

highly correlated rotational motion (Fig. 4.6). These persistent rotations have been previously

observed in small cohesive colonies in adhesive micropatterns [94, 198, 199]. Consistent with

previous findings, we find that traction stresses periodically accumulate and dissipate at cell-cell

junctions of rotating colonies, arising from coherent transmission of polarity cues by contact

guidance. Thus, colonies with the same geometry and adhesive properties can exhibit a rich

variety of dynamic properties due to active mechanical behaviours of constituent cells.

4.7 Outlook

In this chapter, we investigate how force transmission in colonies of the same cell type and

geometries can display different phenotypes based on cell motility. When cells are motile and

fluid, the colony has fluctuating, internal traction stresses and behaves like a fluid, while solid,
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static cells give an elastic-like force transmission pattern. However, it remains unclear what de-

termines which of these modes the colony will be in, and whether they may transition between

the two modes. This may depend, for example, on cell density or on spontaneously aligned of

cells. When confined in patterns, as in our circular colony case, cells have been observed to

align polarity over time which eventually gives coordinated migration of cells around micropat-

terns [39]. Thus, in some cases cells may stochastically enter a fluid, migratory phase which in

turn changes force transmission patterns within the colony.

Additionally, we have shown how cell properties affects force transmission at the tissue

scale, so it would be interesting to study how this in turn affects the ability for cells to migrate

together. While fluid cells may rearrange more easily, force transmission is disrupted which

may affect the ability for cells to coordinate motion, giving slower motion overall. One idea

could be to introduce cell polarity alignment, say aligning cell polarity with cell velocity, which

is influenced by the motion of the neighbours. When forces fluctuate, cell polarity will also

fluctuate and cells may not align with their neighbours, while for more solid tissues cells may

instead quickly align, and generate large flows of cells. This approach may also predict a

transition from a static colony to a migratory one.
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Cell

Area elastic modulus, K 0.0666 nN µm−3

Preferred area, A0 225 µm2

Preferred perimeter, p0 = P0/
√
A0 3.6 µm

Contractile tension, Γ 15 nN µm−1

External line tension, γext 112.5 nN

Protrusion force, fp 2 µN

Internal motility, v0 10 µm hr−1

Rotational diffusion, Dr 5 hr−1

Substrate and adhesion

Young’s modulus, Es 4 kPa

Poisson’s ratio, ν 1/3

Thickness, hs 7.5 µm

Adhesion stiffness, kf 60 nN µm−1

Adhesion unbinding rate, koff 50 hr−1

Adhesion binding rate, kon 500 hr−1

Other

Friction, µ 2.7× 103 nN µm−1s−1

Simulation timestep 1.8 s

Micropattern curvature 36.75 µm

Cell count 30

T1 threshold edge length, L∗ 1.5 µm

Simulation length scale, L∗ 15 µm

Simulation time scale, T ∗ 180 s

Simulation force scale, F ∗ 225 nN

Table 4.1: Default Parameter Values
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Part IV

Adaptive mechanics of cell-cell

junctions
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Chapter 5

Mechanosensitive junction

remodelling

During tissue morphogenesis and repair, individual cells dynamically alter their size and shapes

in a highly coordinated fashion, resulting in tissue-scale deformations [7, 8, 200]. At the single-

cell level, morphogenetic forces are actively generated by dynamic actin filaments in association

with myosin-II motors [201]. To effect cell shape changes, active contractions generated by

myosin motors must overcome both adhesion forces at cell-cell interfaces, and viscous drag

from the environment [77, 202]. In vivo, pulses of myosin have been reported to drive cell

shape changes in a cyclic fashion as a mechanical ratchet, with cell-cell junctions undergoing a

series of contraction, stabilisation, and relaxation [203]. These pulses coordinate robust, tissue-

scale deformations during apical constriction [8], where cell apical areas successively shrink to

drive bending of the epithelial tissue, or during Drosophila germband extension [7], where cell-

cell junctions contract and intercalate to elongate the tissue. While myosin-driven contraction

pulses are ubiquitous in morphogenetic events, the functional roles of the amplitude or the

frequency of contractions remain unknown.

From a mechanistic perspective, tissue cells must be capable of resisting large deformations

to maintain their mechanical integrity, while being able to dissipate stresses to undergo remod-

elling. It remains poorly understood how cells modulate their elastic and viscous properties to

respond and adapt to mechanical stresses. A number of different experimental techniques and
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model systems have been used to probe the viscoelastic properties of epithelial cells. Rheological

studies on suspended epithelial monolayers [181] have shown that stress dissipation in strained

tissues is controlled by cell divisions, or actomyosin turnover [204, 205]. Optical tweezers have

been used to probe the mechanical response of cell-cell junctions under short time scale forces,

where they respond elastically [202]. At longer time scales, junctions undergo permanent length

changes in response to myosin generated forces [28]. Despite the growing evidence for active

remodelling of junction mechanical properties [206, 207], most theoretical models for epithelial

mechanics, such as the vertex model [1, 83, 135], cellular Potts model [208, 209], or continuum

models [161, 210, 211], assume constant interfacial tensions and cell contractility. While some

recent models attempt to model junctional mechanics [130, 204, 212–214], these have not been

directly tested in experiments at the scale of individual cell junctions.

In this study, we combine theory and biophysical experiments, performed by Kate Ca-

vanaugh, to propose a new model for epithelial cell shape control via mechanosensitive remod-

elling of junctional tension and strain. Using optogenetic control of RhoA [215], the upstream

regulator of actomyosin contractility, we study how adherens junction length responds to acute

tension changes of varied amplitude and duration. We find that epithelial cell junctions behave

elastically in response to short timescale activations of RhoA. Under longer timescale activa-

tion of RhoA, junction contraction eventually stalls and does not recover to its initial length

upon RhoA removal. The existing vertex-based models for epithelial mechanics are unable

to capture these results, with junctions displaying either purely viscous or elastic responses,

regardless of the magnitude of applied stress. We thus propose a new model, in which junc-

tional tension remodels irreversibly only when deformed above a threshold value. In addition,

junctions undergo continuous strain relaxation to allow for the removal of mechanical memory.

Taken together, thresholded tension remodelling and continuous strain relaxation captures the

mechanical behaviour of intercellular junctions under stress, and predicts mechanical ratcheting

under episodic activations of contractility, in quantitative agreement with experimental data.

Our model provides a potential new understanding of pulsatile contractions that have been

widely observed during morphogenesis in vivo [8, 203]. In particular, pulsatile contraction en-

ables epithelial junction shortening further beyond the limit of a single prolonged contraction

pulse.
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5.1 Vertex-based model for epithelium

To develop a mechanistic understanding of junctional length regulation in response to applied

stresses, we first implemented a vertex-based model [216], which has been widely used to model

epithelial tissue remodelling [22, 130], wound healing [135, 157, 217], collective motility [91],

tissue growth [32, 90], and cell-matrix adhesions [4] (Fig. 5.1a).In the commonly used two-

dimensional vertex models [1, 90, 216], the geometry of each cell is defined by a polygon, with

cell-cell junctions represented by linear edges and three way junctions by vertices (Fig. 5.1a).

The tissue mechanical energy is given by:

E =
1

2

∑
α

K(Aα −A0)2 +
1

2

∑
α

Γ(Pα − P0)2 , (5.1)

where the first term represents 3D incompressibility of cells with K as the height elastic con-

stant, Aα is the planar area of cell α, and A0 is the preferred area. The second term in Eq. 5.1

results from a combination of actomyosin contractility in the cell cortex and intercellular ad-

hesions, where Γ is the elastic constant for contractility, Pα is the perimeter of cell α, and

P0 is the preferred perimeter. The geometric parameters of the vertex model define a target

shape index, p0 = P0/
√
A0, which controls the mechanical properties of the tissue [1, 22]. In

particular, the tissue behaves like an elastic solid for p0 < 3.81, while it flows like a viscous

liquid for p0 > 3.81 [1]. In the over-damped limit, motion for each vertex i is governed by:

µ
dxi
dt

= −∂E
∂xi

, (5.2)

where µ is the drag coefficient, and xi is the position of vertex i. The tension Λij on edge ij,

connecting vertices i and j, is given by Λij = ∂E/∂Lij , where Lij is the length of edge ij. For

the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.1), Λij =
∑

α Γ(Pα − P0), where the sum is over all cells containing

the edge ij. To simulate the effect of time-dependent myosin induced contractions on edge

ij, we apply an additional tension Λa = ΓaLij/2, where Γa represents the product of myosin

density and the force exerted by each myosin unit.
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Figure 5.1: Elastic and viscous response of intercellular junctions in the vertex

model. Results shown are obtained using the traditional vertex model. a, Schematic im-

age of the vertex model. The red edge represents the junction under applied tension, Λa. b,

Normalised junction length over time, during and after a 20-minute activation for high applied

tension. Grey shaded region indicates the activation period. Red curve: p0 = 3.7, orange curve:

p0 = 4.1, black curve: experimental data for 20-min activation of RhoA. Solid lines show the

mean trend, and shaded area represents standard deviation (simulations: n=15, experiments:

n=6). c,d, Simulation images of a junction before, during, and after a 20-minute activation,

for (c), a solid tissue, p0 = 3.7, and (d), a fluid tissue, p0 = 4.1. e, Normalised junction length

over time, during and after a 20-minute activation for high applied tension (simulations: n=15,

experiments: n=4). f, Normalised final junction length against preferred shape index p0, for

high and low values of applied tension, Λa (n=15). For parameters see Table 5.1. Experimental

data (b, e) collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [5].
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Model implementation

The model is simulated using Surface Evolver [131]. In simulations, we non-dimensionalise force

scales by KA
3
2
0 and length scales by

√
A0, setting K = 1 and A0 = 1. Thus, Eq. 5.1 becomes:

E =
1

2

∑
α

(Aα − 1)2 +
1

2

∑
α

Γ(pα − p0)2 . (5.3)

A round tissue of 50 cells, with stress-free boundary conditions, is first relaxed so that

the simulations begin at mechanical equilibrium. 15 different cell edges, excluding edges on

boundary cells, are then randomly selected for activation of contractility. After each activation,

the tissue is reset to the equilibrium state and then the next cell edge is activated. We simulate

a range of values of p0 to test the response of both solid and fluid tissues. The value of

contractility, Γ, is taken from Farhadifar et al [90], and we use a constant value for friction

coefficient, µ (Table 5.1). For each value of p0, we choose Γa such that the normalised junction

length after a 20-minute activation is the same as in the experiments (Fig 5.1b). Any cell

edge that contracts below a critical length, LT1 = 0.05, and would decrease in length over the

next time step, undergoes a T1 transition. Here, the cells rearrange and the contracted edge is

replaced by a perpendicular edge of the same length, following which the edge tension is set to

the initial value.

5.2 Viscoelastic behaviour of epithelial cell junctions

Upon application of contractile stress along chosen cell edges over a finite duration (Fig. 5.1b),

the vertex model predicts that cell junctions immediately contract while eventually slowing

down for a tissue in the solid state (Fig. 5.1b,c). After the activation period, the elastic tissue

recoils back to its original length, while a fluid tissue exhibits no recoil and remains permanently

deformed. In the fluid state (Fig. 5.1b,d), cells can freely adjust their area and perimeter in

response to applied stress, resulting in edges under no tension. Junctions in a fluid tissue can

contract at no energy cost [1], with the neighboring cells adjusting their shapes, resulting in

permanent changes in junction length after applied contraction (Fig. 5.1d). By contrast, cell

junctions are under tension for a solid tissue, stable to small mechanical perturbations. Conse-

quently, contracted edges return to their original lengths after the activation period (Fig. 5.1b,c).
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Parameter Value

Contractility, Γ 0.04

Friction coefficient, µ 0.25 min

Γa(p0 = 3.2) 0.1416

Γa(p0 = 3.3) 0.1206

Γa(p0 = 3.4) 0.0994

Γa(p0 = 3.5) 0.0784

Γa(p0 = 3.6) 0.0576

Γa(p0 = 3.7) 0.0374

Γa(p0 = 3.8) 0.0216

Γa(p0 = 3.9) 0.0138

Γa(p0 = 4.0) 0.0110

Γa(p0 = 4.1) 0.0106

Γa(p0 = 4.2) 0.0104

Table 5.1: Vertex model parameters for Figure 5.1.

To test the predictions of the vertex model, Kate Cavanaugh performed experiments using

optogenetic control of RhoA in Caco-2 cells [215, 218–220]. By targeting light at chosen cell-cell

junctions we are able to increase actomyosin contraction in a highly localised region (Fig. 5.2a-

b) (Methods). Applying a 20-minute activation, we observe a rapid contraction of the junction

to 63±4% of its initial length (Fig. 5.2c, Fig. 5.1b). After RhoA activation, the junction

recoils and recovers to 78±2% of its initial length. This indicates a viscoelastic response of

the junction, with elastic response on short time scales and viscous behaviour, by permanent

length changes, on longer time scales. These data stand in contrast to the predictions of the

vertex model. Furthermore, by tuning the light intensity, we are able to control the amount of

contractile stress on the junction. When applying 50% of the light intensity, the initial junction

contraction rate drops by half; the junction contracts 14±3% over 5 minutes versus 23±3% at

full light intensity (Fig. 5.2c,d). This is followed by a slow phase of contraction that eventually

stalls (Fig. 5.1e). After the activation period, the junction recoils back to its original length,

akin to an elastic material.
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Figure 5.2: Optogenetic control of RhoA. a, Schematic of optogenetics experiments. Caco-

2 cells expressing the TULIP optogenetic system are plated on a polymerized collagen gel. A

target junction is illuminated by a 405nm laser, activating RhoA and inducing actomyosin con-

traction. b, Schematic of the Rho pathway. c-d, Time lapse images for a 20-minute activation

at 100% light intensity (c), and at 50% light intensity (d). The images show, from top to bot-

tom, CellMask Deep Red, prGEF, and merged (CellMask Deep Red in red, prGEF in cyan).

Time interval between successive image frames is 2 minutes, in each row of (c) and (d). Scale

bar, 5 µm. Data collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [5].
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To simulate low light activation of RhoA, we applied half the active tension Λa in simulations.

As before, we find an elastic response of the junction for p0 < 3.81, and no recoil in the fluid

state (Fig. 5.1e). Testing several other values of the preferred shape index p0, we observe

no deformation for the solid state at both high and low values of Λa (Fig. 5.1f). As p0 is

increased to values > 3.81 (fluid phase), we observe permanent junction deformation for high

Λa. In contrast to experiments, where deformation requires a threshold amount of stress, low

Λa still produces a permanent deformation, which is at least 50% of the strain at high Λa.

Thus, the vertex model is unable to capture the viscoelastic response of cell junctions under

high contractile stress. Our data also stand in contrast to Ref. [28], where cell-cell junctions

are modelled as Maxwell viscoelastic elements. Under this model, even low contractile stresses

should continuously shorten the junction.

5.3 Strain dependent junction remodelling captures adaptive

junction length changes

Our experimental data show that irreversible junction deformations occur only for sufficiently

high amplitudes of contraction, suggesting a thresholded viscoelastic response of intercellular

junctions. To this end, we modify the existing vertex model to incorporate irreversible junctional

length remodelling above a threshold strain.

We adapt the vertex model to treat each cell edge as an elastic spring with spring constant

Y , and a dynamically changing rest length, L0
ij (Fig. 5.3a). The rest length remodels according

to:

1

L0
ij

dL0
ij

dt
=


kLεij if εij > εc ,

0 if − εc ≤ εij ≤ εc ,

kLεij if εij < −εc ,

(5.4)

where εij = Lij/L
0
ij − 1 is the strain on edge ij, εc is a critical strain beyond which rest

length remodelling is triggered, and kL is the rate of remodelling. The idea of rest length

remodelling was first introduced by Odell et al [221], who treated actomyosin bundles at cell

junctions as elastic springs, whose rest length reduces to a shorter value beyond a threshold

amount of contraction. Rest length remodelling is a natural consequence of actomyosin networks
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Parameter Value

Rest length remodelling rate, kL 0.227 min−1

Critical strain, εc 0.091

Spring constant, Y 0.280

Applied contractility, Γa 0.337

Friction, µ 5.502 min

Table 5.2: Parameters for active spring model for junctions

deforming with turnover, when strained network elements are replaced by unstrained ones [222].

The tension on each edge is given by Λij = Y εij , such that the mechanical energy of the tissue

is:

E =
1

2

∑
α

K(Aα −A0)2 +
1

2

∑
ij

Λijεij . (5.5)

Parameters for this ‘active spring model’ (Table 5.3) are fit to experimental data by min-

imising the mean square difference between the normalised junction length in simulations and

the mean length in experiments the 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40-minute (n=3) activations and two

consecutive 20-minute activations (Fig. 5.3d). We compute the fitting error as:

Error =
1

6

∑
a

∑
ij

1

Ta

∫ Ta

0

(
〈
Laexp(t)

Laexp(0)
〉 −

Laij(t)

Laij(0)

)2

dt (5.6)

where a indicates the different activation experiments described above, Ta is the total experi-

mental time, ij indicates the activated junction in the simulation, and 〈 L
a
exp(t)

Laexp(0)〉 is the normalised

junction length averaged over all experiments. The Simplex (or Nelder-Mead) algorithm is used

to minimize the fitting error.

This model predicts that junction contraction is biphasic upon activation of a single con-

traction pulse of magnitude Λa. For high Λa, junction length shortens quickly, and then begins

to slow down and eventually stalls (Fig. 5.3b). Once the strain in the junction exceeds εc, the

junction rest length begins to remodel and becomes shorter. After the activation period, the

junction recoils, but a shorter rest length leads to an increased tension in the edge, resulting in a

shorter final length of the junction (Fig. 5.3b). When applying half the tension Λa, the critical

strain εc is never reached. As a result, the rest length remains unchanged and the junction
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Figure 5.3: Threshold strain is required to trigger junction length remodelling. Re-

sults shown are obtained using the active spring model (Eq. 5.4). a, Rate of change in rest

length, L̇0/L0, and edge tension Λ, as a function of junction strain ε. b, Model predictions for

normalised junction length over time for a 20-minute step pulse of contraction, for high (Λa)

and low (Λa/2) values of applied tension. Solid and dashed lines show the mean, and shaded

areas represent standard deviation (n=15). c), Comparing experimental data and model pre-

dictions for (normalised) final junction length vs contraction time. (Simulations: all times,

n=15. Experiments: 2 mins, n=5; 5 mins, n=9; 10 mins, n=3; 20 mins, n=6; 40 mins, n=3).

d, Normalised junction length vs time for two consecutive 20-minute contraction pulses, for

experiments and simulations (simulations: n=15, experiments: n=3). e, Time lapse images

(left to right) before activation, at the end of activation, and after activation for 10-minute

and 40-minute activations. f, Time lapse images (left to right) before activation, at the end of

the first activation, before the second activation, at the end of the second activation, and after

both activations, for two 20-minute activations with a 20-minute rest in between. The scale

bars show 5 µm. For parameters see Table 5.3. Experimental data (c - f) collected by Kate

Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [5].121



recoils back to its initial length after activation (Fig. 5.3b). Thus, very short timescale activa-

tions are unable to contract the junction beyond the critical strain, leading to elastic response

and perfect length recovery (Fig. 5.3c). Longer timescale activations are required to trigger

junctional remodelling. However, remodelling slows down with increasing activation period,

thereby limiting the amount of length shortening as observed in experiments (Fig. 5.3c,e).

As the final length saturates to 82±5% of its initial value, irrespective of the magnitude of

Λa or the activation period, we investigated if a second contraction pulse could overcome this

length saturation. In optogenetic experiments, a second 20-minute activation pulse of RhoA

(with a 20-minute rest in between) leads to ratcheted contraction (Fig. 5.3d,f). Junction length

after the second contraction drops to 80% of its value after the first contraction. However, this

behaviour is not reproduced by our model for thresholded junctional length remodelling. After

the second activation, the junction length recoils back to its value after the first activation

(Fig. 5.3d).

To understand the mechanistic origin of these results, we compute the edge tension and

strain during the pulsatile stress protocol (Fig. 5.4a). During the first activation period, the

edge is compressed, resulting in a negative tension acting to expand the junction length. As the

strain drops below the critical value, −εc, the rest length begins to remodel at a rate proportional

to the strain. This results in rest length shortening, which brings back the strain to its critical

value, −εc, at which tension and strain remodelling stops. After the removal of exogenous

tension, the junction length recoils beyond the rest length, resulting in a positive tension and

a permanently strained (shortened) junction (Fig. 5.4a). During the second activation, the

junction contraction again stalls at the fixed point ε = −εc, and the rest length is unable

to remodel further. Since tension is proportional to strain, the critical strain determines the

maximum steady state tension possible, Λmax = Y εc. Above this tension magnitude, the rest

length will remodel until strain reaches the critical value. Due to the invariance in Λmax, we

obtain the same final edge length in the model after any number of activations.

For ratcheted contractions to occur, cell junctions must continuously relax strain to remove

mechanical memory, i.e. junctions must overcome their mechanical energy barriers and not

get stuck in a local energy minimum. To understand the underlying physics, we constructed

an effective medium model for the cell junctions (Fig. 5.4b-Top). Here we treat forces from
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Figure 5.4: Tension remodelling is essential for ratcheted contraction. Results shown

are obtained using the active spring model for junctions (Eq. 5.4). a, Junction tension and

strain vs time for two 20-minute activations. The dashed blue line indicates the maximum

steady-state tension, Λmax that can be achieved in this model. Dashed black lines indicate the

strain threshold. b, Top: Schematic of the effective medium model. Bottom: Dynamics of

energy landscape vs junction length (normalised by its initial length) (Eq. 5.7). The arrows

indicate the directions of energy shifts during contraction (red) and after contraction pulse

removal (grey). The numbers correspond to the pulse number. c, Simulation images of a

junction over time during two consecutive contractions, showing no ratcheting.

the neighbouring cells as a spring-like restoring force, while the junction acts like a Maxwell

viscoelastic material that requires a threshold strain for the viscous element to remodel. The

energy of this effective system is given by:

E =
Y

2

(
L

L0
− 1

)2

+
k

2
(L− Li)2 + ΛaL , (5.7)

where L is the current junction length, Li is the initial length, and L0 is the junction rest

length. The first term represents the harmonic restoring force from the junction, the second

term describes the spring-like restoring force from neighbouring junctions with a spring constant

k, and the final term represents the applied tension Λa = ΓaL/2. Junction rest length remodels

according to Eq. (5.4). Before the activation of contractility, L = Li = 1, as defined by the
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minimum of the energy functional, Em (Fig. 5.4b).

During the first activation, Λa 6= 0 and the rest length L0 shortens. This shifts the en-

ergy landscape, which now has a new minimum, Em1, defining the contracted junction length

(Fig. 5.4b)

Lm1 ≈ Li
1 +

√
1 + 4Λmax(1− εc)(1 + Γa/k)/kLi

2(1 + Γa/k)
. (5.8)

After the first activation, the energy minimum shifts to a higher value, Em2, due to junction

recoil. The new steady state junction length is given by

Lm2 ≈
Li
2

(
1 +

√
1− 4Λmax(1 + εc)/kLi

)
. (5.9)

As subsequent contraction pulses are unable to change the rest length, the steady-state length of

the junction between the minima (Lm1, Em1) and (Lm2, Em2) (Fig. 5.4b). Therefore, ratcheting

behaviour is not programmed in this model. For the junction to contract further, an increase

in edge tension is required above its maximum possible value, Λmax = Y εc (Fig. 5.4a).

5.4 Mechanosensitive tension remodelling and continuous strain

relaxation promotes directed morphogenesis

In order to describe the mechanical behaviour of cell junctions in response to time-dependent

contractile activity, we developed a model where the edge tension is dynamically remodelled

depending on the junctional strain. In this model, the rest length of each edge, L0
ij , remodels

at a rate kL to match the current junction length, allowing for continuous strain relaxation

(Fig. 5.5a):

1

L0
ij

dL0
ij

dt
= kLεij . (5.10)

If the strain in the junction exceeds a threshold magnitude, εc, then the tension begins to

remodel:

dΛij
dt

=


−ke(Lij − L0

ij) if εij > εc ,

0 if − εc ≤ εij ≤ εc ,

−kc(Lij − L0
ij) if εij < −εc ,

(5.11)

where ke and kc are the rates of tension remodelling under junction extension or contraction,

respectively (Fig. 5.5a). Thus, if an edge undergoes a large and rapid contraction, the tension
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will begin to increase and the junction will remain irreversibly shortened. Parameters are fit

by minimizing the error in Eq. (5.6) (Table 5.4).

Parameter Value

Rest length remodelling rate, kL 0.189 min−1

Critical strain, εc 0.116

Initial tension, Y 0.136

tension remodelling rate, kc 0.027 min−1

tension remodelling rate, ke 0.000 min−1

Applied contractility, Γa 0.065

Friction, µ 0.636 min

Table 5.3: Tension remodelling model parameters

An effective medium model for this system can be described by the energy function:

E = (Λ + Λa)L+
1

2
k(L− Li)2 , (5.12)

where the first term represents the total tension in the junction, whose dynamics are described

by Eq. (5.11). Applying consecutive pulses of contractions would repeatedly increase the edge

tension, and shift the steady-state junction length L = (Li − Λ/k)/(1 + Γa/k) (given by the

minimum of E) to successive lower values (Fig. 5.5b). This would result in successive reductions

in the final junction length. Note that tension remodelling alone is not adequate to capture the

experimental data. Without rest length remodelling, there is no strain relaxation. As a result,

an increased tension would rapidly contract cell edges without limit, leading to their eventual

collapse.

Ratchet-like contractions

We find that the combination of continuous strain relaxation [Eq. (5.10)] and thresholded ten-

sion remodelling [Eq. (5.11)] is sufficient to capture the experimentally observed mechanical

behaviour of epithelial junctions, as well as ratcheted contractions upon episodic activation of

contractility. In agreement with experimental data (Fig. 5.3d), the junction shrinks to ∼ 80%

of its initial length after the first contraction, while after the second contraction pulse, the nor-
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Figure 5.5: Mechanosensitive tension remodelling promotes ratcheted contractions.

Results shown are obtained using the tension remodelling model (Eq. 5.10, 5.11) a, Model for

tension remodelling: rate of change in rest length, L̇0/L0, and rate of change in tension, Λ̇/L0,

as a function of the junctional strain ε. b, Junction energy landscape in the tension remodelling

model, as a function of normalised junction length (Eq. 5.12). c, Normalised junction length

for two successive 20-minute contraction pulses, with a 20-minute rest period. Solid curves

show the mean trend, and shaded areas represent standard deviation (n=15). d, Dynamics

of junction tension and strain, for two successive 20-minute contraction pulses. e, Normalised

junction length vs contraction time, for high and low values of Λa (n=15). f Length ratio L2/L1

vs the change in tension ∆Λ between two consecutive 20-minute contraction pulses, at different

values of Trest. Each point represents a different simulation. (g), Normalised shoulder junction

length (blue edges in the inset) for a 20-minute activation (simulations: n=60, experiments:

n=11). h-i, Normalised cell areas at different time points during a 20-minute activation, for

adjacent cells (h), shown in yellow, and border cells (i), shown in pink. (simulations: n=30,

experiments: n=13). Error bars represent standard deviation. For parameters see Table 5.4.

Experimental data (c, g-i) collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in

Ref. [5].
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malised junction length is 70%, roughly 85% of its length after the first pulse (Fig. 5.5c). During

each activation, the strain drops below the critical strain and tension is irreversibly increased,

allowing the junction length to shrink further than after the first activation (Fig. 5.5d). Unlike

the model with purely rest length remodelling (Fig. 5.4), combination of tension and rest length

remodelling allows the junctional strain to relax back to zero after the removal of exogenous

tension (Fig. 5.5d). Continuous strain relaxation allows for the removal of mechanical memory,

which is crucial for promoting contraction below the critical strain during each successive pulse.

As very short timescale activations are unable to trigger tension remodelling, the junctions

recoil back to their original length, in line with experimental data (Fig. 5.5e). By contrast,

longer activation periods increase the amount of tension remodelling and junction length short-

ening. For single activations, junction shortening stalls for very long activation periods (>20

minutes), in agreement with experimental data (Fig. 5.3c). Thus ratcheting provides a mech-

anism to further shorten junctions past the single contraction limit. Applying a lower tension

is unable to sufficiently strain the junction, and therefore a combination of high Λa and long

activation period is required for junctional remodelling (Fig. 5.5e).

We quantified the efficiency of ratcheting by computing the ratio of lengths before and after

the second activation period (Fig. 5.5c). For a given rest period Trest between the activations,

we define L1 as the length before the second activation, and L2 as the length Trest minutes after

the second activation. For different values of Trest, we compare the ratio L2/L1 to the change

in tension ∆Λ after the second activation (Fig. 5.5d). We find a robust negative correlation

between L2/L1 and ∆Λ (Fig. 5.5f). A longer Trest allows the junctional strain to relax to zero

when Λa = 0. Consequently, we obtain a more effective ratchet, with a higher ∆Λ and a lower

L2/L1 (Fig. 5.5f).

We then measured how the final junction length Lf varies with changes in activation time

of each pulse, and changes in rest time between pulses (Fig. 5.6a). When the rest time is short,

the final junction length is limited to 80% of the initial value for all activation times longer than

15 min and rest time ranging from 0 to 10-15 min. However, for longer rest times, temporally

structuring the contraction into two distinct pulses enables further junction shortening for the

same activation time. For instance, for a constant activation time of 25 min, increasing the

rest time from 15 to 40 min decreases the final normalized length from 0.80 to 0.60. Thus, our
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model for mechanosensitive dynamics junction remodeling predicts that frequency modulation

of Rho GTPase activity will have a significant impact on junction shortening.

To test these predictions, we modify the temporal pattern of exogenous RhoA activation

and compared the total length change induced by a single 40-min light activation to that of

two 20-min pulses separated by either 10 or 20 min rest (Fig. 5.6b). As described previously, a

single 40-min pulse shortens the junction length by 20%. Dual pulses separated by < 10 min

induce a similar extent of contraction. However, when the rest time is increased to 20 min, the

junction shortens to 40%-50% of the original length, in agreement with our model predictions.

In this model, we have assumed that irreversible junction length changes is due to remod-

elling of single cell-cell junctions. However, morphogenetic cell shape changes can also occur

via contraction of the entire cell area, through cycles of apical constriction [8]. To test this,

we measured the lengths of the shoulder junctions (Fig. 5.5g), the area of cells adjacent to

the junction (Fig. 5.5h), and bordering the junction (Fig. 5.5g). If cells apically constrict af-

ter optogenetic activations, we would expect that the cells adjacent to the activated junction

would shrink in area, contracting the shoulder junctions, while those bordering the junction

remain at a constant area. In our experiments, the shoulder junctions show a 7±10% increase

in length after an activation (1 sample t-test: n=27, t=8.10, P<0.001) (Fig. 5.5g). When we

measure the adjacent cell and border cell areas, we find that neither show a significant change in

length. The adjacent cells decrease in area by 3±7% (1 sample t-test: n=13, t=-1.61, P=0.13)

(Fig. 5.5h), and the border cells increase in area by 4±9% (1 sample t-test: n=13, t=1.33,

P=0.208) (Fig. 5.5i). Our simulations capture these results, with a similar increase in shoulder

junction length, and changes in area of less than 1% after activations (Fig. 5.5g,h,i). Thus, we

rule out remodelling of apical medial actomyosin as a contributor to the irreversible junction

length changes.

Our data suggest that junctions under large stresses undergo an irreversible tension re-

modelling, stabilising the junction into a shorter length. We strongly suspect that changes in

junction tension would also require changes in junctional Rho levels which, through its down-

stream effectors control levels of actin and myosin-II. However, how the endogenous RhoA levels

at junctions is variably maintained or modulated remain an open area of research. First, our

experimental data indicates the contraction is occurring heterogeneously, with only 25% of the
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Figure 5.6: Mechanosensitive tension remodelling promotes ratcheted contractions.

Results shown are obtained using the tension remodelling model (Eq. 5.10, 5.11) a, Final

junction length against activation time and rest time, for two pulse contractions. b, Final

junction length for varying rest times in experiments (gray, n = 2 or 3) and simulations (pink,

n = 15 for each condition). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the number of

experiments and simulations indicated within each bar. c, Graphical summary of the Rho-

mediated junctional remodeling described here. The initial tension of a junction is Ti. A

stepwise increase in tension, ∆T drives ROCK-mediated contraction. If the junction is deformed

above a critical strain, ε > εc, dynamin and formin-dependent junction remodeling occur. After

sufficient time, the junction remodels to a new length with a new base tension, Tf . Experimental

data (b, c) collected by Kate Cavanaugh and Margaret Gardel, published in Ref. [? ].
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junction contracting. Thus one plausible scenario is that contraction of a local region of junction

coincides with pinching off and internalization of that region via endocytosis [220] (Fig. 5.6c).

Finally, the continuous strain remodelling may arise from turnover of junctional actomyosin

and E-cadherin, similar to recent reports in Iyer et al [206]. We believe that junctions under

high compressive strain undergo an increase in E-Cadherin turnover, which reduces adhesion

and thus increases junctional tension.

Convergence-extension movements

To test the effectiveness of mechanical ratcheting for tissue-scale deformation, we applied our

model of mechanosensitive tension remodelling (Eq 5.10-5.11), to simulate convergent-extension

movements. Convergent-extension is a widespread mode of tissue morphogenesis, where a tissue

segment converges along one axis as an oscillatory ratchet, while extending along the other axis

via cell rearrangements [223]. To simulate convergent-extension, we generated a colony of

hexagonal cells and applied a time-dependent tension, Λa, along its horizontal edges, in five

40-minute pulses (Fig. 5.7a,b). Once a cell edge contracts below a threshold length, Lmin, it

undergoes an intercalation event resulting in cell neighbour exchanges. During activations of

contractility, the tissue converges horizontally, and extends vertically via cell rearrangements,

resulting in a higher aspect ratio shape (Fig. 5.7a,b). During the rest period between activations,

the tissue remains in a deformed state due to irreversible tension remodelling. By allowing

longer rest periods between successive contractions, the amount of tension remodelling increases,

resulting in a higher aspect ratio structure (Fig. 5.7c) with more cell rearrangements (Fig. 5.7a).

Thus, our model for tension remodelling is sufficient to capture tissue-scale deformations via

ratcheted contractions, as commonly observed in morphogenesis.

5.5 Discussion

Pulsatile regulatory dynamics are recurrent in cells, and enable diverse cellular functions through

independent control of pulse frequency, amplitude, and duration [224]. In development, pulses

of actomyosin have been shown to coordinate epithelial cell shape changes and mechanical

stability [8, 203, 225–227]. However, the functional roles of actomyosin pulsation and the sig-
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Figure 5.7: Convergence-extension is more effective for longer rest periods between

successive activations. Results shown are obtained using the mechanosensitive tension re-

modelling equations (Eq. 5.10, 5.11). a, Tissue configurations during five 40-minute contractions

at different rest periods (Trest) between contractions. Numbers 1-5 indicate the number of rest

cycles the tissue has undergone, as shown in (b). The cell colours indicate their initial location

column-wise, and red edges indicate the initially activated edges. b, Aspect ratio of the tissue

vs time, for five 40-minute activations (bottom inset) with 20 minutes of rest periods in be-

tween. The red pulse shows the applied tension vs time during the activation and rest cycles. c,

Final aspect ratio of the tissue vs Trest, showing that longer rest periods promote larger tissue

deformation. For parameters see Table 5.4.
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Parameter Value

Rest length remodelling rate, kL 0.159 min−1

Critical strain, εc 0.122

Initial tension, Y 0.142

tension remodelling rate, kc 0.020 min−1

tension remodelling rate, ke 0.000 min−1

Applied contractility, Γa 0.085

Friction, µ 1.132 min

Table 5.4: Parameters for convergence-extension simulations

nificance of its temporal structure have remained elusive. The present theoretical study, in

combination with biophysical experiments, demonstrates the functional roles of the amplitude

and frequency of contraction pulses on epithelial morphogenesis. While high amplitude pulsing

triggers irreversible junction deformation via tension remodelling, junction shortening even-

tually stalls for prolonged activation of actomyosin contractility. However, longer rest periods

between successive contraction pulses enable a higher degree of junction shortening via mechan-

ical strain relaxation. We show that frequency-dependent modulation of junction deformation,

in combination with cell rearrangements, is sufficient to drive tissue-scale shape changes via

convergent-extension movements. These results provide a potential new understanding of the

significance of pulsatile contractions, suggesting that high amplitude and low frequency myosin

pulsing, separated by longer rest periods, is most effective in driving large-scale tissue remod-

elling via mechanical ratcheting.

Our proposed theory for mechanosensitive epithelial junction remodelling advances the ex-

isting cell-based models of epithelial tissues. The widely used vertex model for epithelial me-

chanics [216], and its existing variants are unable to capture the experimentally measured length

dynamics of epithelial junctions upon time-varying contractions. In the vertex model, junctions

either contract like a purely elastic material that is reversible upon stress removal, or junctions

continuously shorten their lengths like a fluid even for a low amount of applied contraction.

These predictions are inconsistent with experimental data, where junctions display an elastic

behaviour only under short, or weak activation of RhoA. Longer periods of RhoA activation
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lead to permanent junction shortening, which saturates for prolonged pulse duration.

To capture the experimental data, we propose a modified vertex model with two essential

features of epithelial junction mechanics: thresholded tension remodelling and continuous strain

relaxation. In our model, junctions undergo permanent tension remodelling only above a crit-

ical strain threshold. This enables irreversible junction deformation for sufficiently strong and

prolonged activation of contractility, in agreement with our experimental data. Furthermore,

a critical strain threshold for tension remodelling acts as a filter for small amplitude fluctua-

tions in contractile activity, imparting mechanical robustness to the system. However, tension

remodelling alone is not sufficient to promote large-scale deformations, as junction shortening

saturates for prolonged activation of contractility. To this end, continuous strain relaxation in

epithelial junctions allows the system to gradually lose memory of its mechanical deformation.

As a result, pulsatile activation of contractility, with sufficiently long periods of relaxation,

enables large-scale irreversible deformations in epithelia via ratcheting. Taken together, the

combination of mechanosensitive tension remodelling and junctional strain relaxation provides

a robust mechanism to guide directed epithelial morphogenesis, as well as enables the mainte-

nance of mechanical homeostasis in epithelial tissues.

5.6 Outlook

In this chapter, I have presented a biophysical model for junction length remodelling where

contractions are performed in a precise, controlled manner. However, many biological systems

are inherently stochastic, with contractions occurring in random pulses [8, 228]. When looking

at a single edge, how might fluctuations in tension affect its length? A contracted junction

may reverse its length change if its tension randomly lowers, or tension in its shoulder junctions

increase, lengthening the junction and thus reducing its tension. Alternatively, it may continue

to contract, further increasing it’s tension and permanently reducing its length in a positive

feedback loop. The result depends on whether it is more likely to extend, which would give all

edges some mean length, or contract, which would allow edges to permanently shorten.

A limitation of this study is that we focus on remodelling of junctions under contraction,

but not extension. Physically, we observe that the shoulder junctions do not change length
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much during a contraction (Fig. 5.7g), and so do not contribute to junction remodelling other

than passive resistance. Even if they did extend by greater lengths, our biological argument,

that junction tension remodels due to membrane buckling and endocytosis, is not valid for an

extended junction which will not buckle. Thus, an interesting question is how junctions remodel

when stretched, instead of contracted. Experimentally, this may be difficult to perform at the

single junction level. One technique may be to optogenetically contract all 4 of the shoulder

junctions, creating extensile forces the middle junction. Alternatively, one may use data from

recent tissue stretching experiments [204], in which stress and tension in the tissue appears to

relax, and so remodel, after extension.

At the tissue scale, it would be interesting to see what the most efficient way to remodel

tissue shape is. In this chapter, tissues has synchronised contractions along all horizontal edges

that are either on or off. What if these pulses were out of phase? When one horizontal edge

contracts, it is also being resisted by another horizontal edge pulling in the opposite direction

which my limit the junctions ability to change length and thus tension. Out of phase pulses

may enable junctions to take turns in contracting, thus contracting with less resistance and

giving greater remodelling of the tissue.

Additionally, what would be the material properties of a tissue with tension remodelling?

During compression, edges will shrink, triggering an increase in tension and new shorter steady

state, thus removing stress in the system. However, the remodelling depends on the rate of

compression; slow compressions will be unable to trigger remodelling since strain in the junctions

will relax faster. Thus, the tissue would appear elastic for slow applied strain, but solid for fast

applied strain, acting like a shear thinning non-Newtonian fluid.
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